Household and Individual Questionnaires
2009

GENERAL LIFESTYLE SURVEY

HOUSEHOLD SECTION

Area

Information already entered.

Address

Information already entered.

1..30

HHold

Information already entered.

1..4

StartDat

ENTER DATE INTERVIEW WITH THIS HOUSEHOLD WAS STARTED.

DateChk

IS THIS...

The first time you’ve opened this questionnaire……………………………………..1
or the second or later time?........................................................................................2
EMERGENCY CODE IF COMPUTER’S DATE IS WRONG AT LATER CHECK.....5

IntEdit

CODE WHETHER THIS IS THE INTERVIEW STAGE, A PROXY CONVERSION, OR THE EDIT STAGE.

Interview..................................................................................................................1
Proxy Conversion by telephone (TELEPHONE INTERVIEW UNIT ONLY).........2
OFFICE ONLY – EDIT..............................................................................................7
**HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION**

Information to be collected for all persons in all households

1. **Name**  
   Who normally lives at this address?

   RECORD A NAME / IDENTIFIER FOR EACH MEMBER OF THE HOUSEHOLD

   ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 12 CHARACTERS

2. **Curstat**  
   Code the appropriate current status for each household member for this wave.

   - Resident at this household: 1
   - Under the age of 16: 2
   - Moved, now resident locally details known can interview: 3
   - Moved, resident elsewhere in GB, details known, reallocate: 4
   - Moved, resident at unknown address: 5
   - Was resident here but has died since last call: 6
   - Was resident here but since last call now moved to an institution (for 6 months or more): 7
   - Was resident here but since last call now resident abroad (for 6 months or more): 8
   - Ineligible. Mover at GSK, new case created/ no orig. samp. Members: 9

3. **NewPerson**  
   Does anyone else normally live at this address?  
   (Record any additional people who joined the household since last wave)

   - Yes: 1
   - No: 2

4. **NewName**  
   Record the names for each new member of the household.  
   (If NewPerson = 1)

5. **Sex**  
   Record sex.

   - Male: 1
   - Female: 2
6. Birth

What is your date of birth?

FOR DAY NOT GIVEN...........ENTER 15 FOR DAY.
FOR MONTH NOT GIVEN.....ENTER 6 FOR MONTH

Ask those who did not know, or refused to give their date of birth
(Birth = DK OR REFUSAL)

7. AgeIf

What was your age last birthday?

98 or more = CODE 97
0..97

8. DVAGE

(Computed in Blaise)

Age for whole sample, from Birth and AgeIf
00..120

9. HallRes

Is this person living in halls of residence or at a boarding school? Student nurses living in NHS accommodation elsewhere in Great Britain should not be included in this household.

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

Ask if respondent is aged 16 or over
(DVAGE > 15)

10. xMarSta

ASK OR RECORD

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES
Are you currently....

single, that is, never married?.........................................................1
married and living with your husband/wife?......................................2
a civil partner in a legally-recognised Civil Partnership......................3
married and separated from your husband/wife?...............................4
divorced?.......................................................................................5
or widowed?..................................................................................6

SPONTANEOUS ONLY – In a legally-recognised Civil Partnership and separated his/her civil partner..................................................7

SPONTANEOUS ONLY – Formerly a civil partner, the Civil Partnership now legally dissolved.............................................................8

SPONTANEOUS ONLY – A surviving civil partner: his/her partner having since died.................................................................9
Ask if there is more than one person in the household AND respondent is aged 16 or over AND is single, separated, divorced or widowed 

\((Household\ size > 1 \ \& \ \ DV\ Age > 15 \ \& \ \ Marstat = 1, 3, 4 or 5)\)

11. LiveWth  
ASK OR RECORD

May I just check, are you living with someone in the household as a couple?

Yes………………………………………………………………………………………………..1
No………………………………………………………………………………………………..2

SPONTANEOUS ONLY - same sex couple (but not in a formal registered Civil Partnership)…………………………………………………………………..3

Ask if respondent is aged 16 or over 
\(( DV\ Age > 15)\)

12. HRPld  
Record if Name is the person in whose name this accommodation is owned or rented

Yes………………………………………………………………………………………………..1
No………………………………………………………………………………………………..2

Ask if there is more than one person in the household, AND the respondent is aged 16 or over 
\((Household\ size > 1 \ \& \ \ DV\ Age > 15)\)

13. Hhldr  
In whose name is the accommodation owned or rented?

ASK OR RECORD

This person alone………………………………………………………………………………1
This person jointly……………………………………………………………………………3
NOT owner/renter …………………………………………………………………………..5
Ask if there is more than one person in the household, AND the accommodation is jointly owned
\((\text{Household size} > 1 \quad \& \quad \text{Hhldr} = 3)\)

14. **HiHNum**

You have told me that...jointly own or rent the accommodation. Which of them who has the highest income (from earnings, benefits, pensions and any other sources)?

INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE THE JOINT HOUSEHOLDERS

ENTER PERSON NUMBER - IF TWO OR MORE HAVE SAME INCOME, ENTER 17
1..17

Ask if there is more than one person in the household, AND the joint householders have the same income
\((\text{Household size} > 1 \quad \& \quad \text{HiHNum} = 17)\)

15. **JntEldA**

ENTER PERSON NUMBER OF THE ELDEST JOINT HOUSEHOLDER FROM THOSE WITH THE SAME HIGHEST INCOME

ASK OR RECORD
1..17

Ask if household size is greater than one, AND the joint householders do not know, or refuse to say who has the greatest income
\((\text{Household size} > 1 \quad \& \quad \text{HiHNum} = \text{Don’t know or Refusal})\)

16. **JntEldB**

ENTER PERSON NUMBER OF THE ELDEST JOINT HOUSEHOLDER

ASK OR RECORD
1..16

Ask all households

17. **DVHRPnum**

PERSON NUMBER OF HRP, (Computed in Blaise)
Ask if the HRP is married or cohabiting
\((\text{HRPnum} = 1..14 \quad \& \quad \text{MarStat} = 2 \quad \text{or LiveWith} = 1)\)
18. HRPPart

THE HRP IS (HRP’s NAME)

ENTER THE PERSON NUMBER OF THE HRP’s SPOUSE/PARTNER
NO SPOUSE/PARTNER = 17
1..17

Ask all households

19. R

I would now like to ask how the people in your household are related to each other.

CODE RELATIONSHIP - ... IS ...’S ....

Spouse...........................................................................................................1
Cohabitee........................................................................................................2
Son/daughter (inc. adopted)..........................................................................3
Step-son/daughter.........................................................................................4
Foster child....................................................................................................5
Son- in -law/daughter - in –law......................................................................6
Parent/Guardian............................................................................................7
Step-parent......................................................................................................8
Foster parent................................................................................................9
Parent- In – law............................................................................................10
Brother/sister (inc. adopted)..........................................................................11
Step-brother/sister.........................................................................................12
Foster brother/sister....................................................................................13
Brother/sister-in-law....................................................................................14
Grand-child...................................................................................................15
Grand-parent................................................................................................16
Other relative..............................................................................................17
Other non-relative........................................................................................18
Civil Partner...............................................................................................20

20. CheckAdd

Is this your correct address?
Yes.................................................................1
No.............................................................................................................2


**ACCOMMODATION TYPE**

**All households**

21. **Accom** IS THE ACCOMMODATION:

N.B. MUST BE SPACE USED BY HOUSEHOLD

a house or bungalow ................................................................. 1
a flat or maisonette ................................................................. 2
a room/rooms ........................................................................ 3
other ....................................................................................... 4

Ask if respondents live in a house or bungalow

(*Accom = 1*)

22. **HseType** IS IT (THE HOUSE/BUNGALOW)

detached .................................................................................. 1
semi-detached ........................................................................ 2
or terraced/end of terrace? ..................................................... 3

Ask if respondents live in a flat or maisonette

(*Accom = 2*)

23. **FltTyp** IS IT (THE FLAT/MAISONETTE)

a purpose-built block ............................................................. 1
a converted house/some other kind of building? ....................... 2
Ask if respondents live in a room/rooms
(Accom = 3)

24. DwellNo Is the apartment or flat…..

A building is an independent structure with one or more dwellings enclosed by a roof and external walls.

Each house in a row of terraced houses counts as one building.

Flats with more than one entrance count as one building only if all flats are accessible from each entrance.

In a building with less than 10 dwellings………………………………………...1
Or in a building with 10 or more dwellings?....................................................2

Ask if respondents said their accommodation was ‘something else’
(Accom = 4)

25. AccOth IS IT (THE ACCOMMODATION)

caravan, mobile home or houseboat…………………………………………….1
or some other kind of accommodation?..........................................................2

Ask if respondents live in a flat/maisonette or rooms
(Accom = 2 or 3)

26. DwellNo IS IT (THE APPARTMENT OR FLAT):

(BUILDING DEFINITION: A BUILDING IS AN INDEPENDENT STRUCTURE WITH ONE OR MORE DWELLINGS ENCLOSED BY A ROOF AND EXTERNAL WALLS. EACH HOUSE IN A ROW OF TERRACED HOUSES COUNTS AS ONE BUILDING. FLATS WITH MORE THAN ONE ENTRANCE COUNT AS ONE BUILDING ONLY IF ALL FLATS ACCESSIBLE FROM EACH ENTRANCE.)

in a building with less than 10 dwellings………………………………………...1
or in a building with 10 or more dwellings?....................................................2
Ask all households

27. AcProb  Do you have any of the following problems with your accommodation or the area you live in?

IF ASKED: BY ‘AREA’ I MEAN WITHIN ABOUT A 15-20 MINUTES WALK OR 5-10 MINUTES DRIVE FROM YOUR HOME.

28. Damp  Do you have this problem with your accommodation...
Leaking roof, damp walls/floors, damp foundations, or rotten floorboards or window frames?

Yes.................................................................................................................1
No..................................................................................................................2

IF ASKED: BY ‘AREA’ I MEAN WITHIN ABOUT A 15-20 MINUTES WALK OR 5 – 10 MINUTES DRIVE FROM YOUR HOME.

29. TooDark  Too dark, or not enough light?

THIS QUESTION ASKS ABOUT PROBLEMS WITH ANY OF THE ROOMS BEING TOO DARK/NOT HAVING ENOUGH LIGHT (ON A SUNNY DAY). NOT NECESSARILY ALL OF THE ROOMS IN THE ACCOMMODATION HAVE TO BE DARK.

Yes.................................................................................................................1
No..................................................................................................................2

IF ASKED: BY ‘AREA’ I MEAN WITHIN ABOUT A 15-20 MINUTES WALK OR 5 – 10 MINUTES DRIVE FROM YOUR HOME.

30. Noisy  Noise from neighbours or noise from the street (traffic, business, factories etc.)?

Yes.................................................................................................................1
No..................................................................................................................2

IF ASKED: BY ‘AREA’ I MEAN WITHIN ABOUT A 15-20 MINUTES WALK OR 5 – 10 MINUTES DRIVE FROM YOUR HOME.
31. Pollut Pollution, grime or other environmental problems in the area caused by traffic or industry?

IF ASKED: BY 'AREA' I MEAN WITHIN ABOUT A 15-20 MINUTES WALK OR 5-10 MINUTES DRIVE FROM YOUR HOME.

Yes................................................................. 1
No................................................................. 2

32. Crime Crime, violence or vandalism in the area?

IF ASKED: BY 'AREA' I MEAN WITHIN ABOUT A 15-20 MINUTES WALK OR 5-10 MINUTES DRIVE FROM YOUR HOME.

Yes................................................................. 1
No................................................................. 2

33. Rooms2 I want to ask you about all the rooms you have in your household’s accommodation including any rooms you sublet to other people.

How many of the following rooms do you have in this house/flat?

A COMBINED ROOM COUNTS AS ONE ROOM

34. Bedrooms How many bedrooms do you have?

INCLUDE BEDSITTERS, BOXROOMS OR ATTIC BEDROOMS

0..20

35. KitOver How many kitchens over 6.5 feet wide do you have?

NARROWEST SIDE MUST BE 6.5 FEET FROM WALL TO WALL

0..20

36. KitUnder How many kitchens under 6.5 feet wide do you have?
37. Living  How many living rooms do you have?

INCLUDE DINING ROOMS, SUNLOUNGE OR CONSERVATORY USED ALL YEAR ROUND

38. BathShow  Have you got either a bath or a shower?

Yes for sole use of the household…………………………………………………………1
Yes, shared…………………………………………………………………………………2
No…………………………………………………………………………………………3

39. Bathroom  How many bathrooms do you have with plumbed in bath/shower?

40. FlshToil  Do you have an inside flushing toilet for sole use of the household?

Yes………………………………………………………………………………………………1
No………………………………………………………………………………………………2

41. Utility  How many utility and other rooms do you have?

42. GHSCentH  ASK OR RECORD

Do you have any form of central heating, including electric storage heaters, in your (part of the) accommodation?

Yes………………………………………………………………………………………………1
No………………………………………………………………………………………………2
43. Garage  Can I just check, do you have a garage or parking space that is part of the property?

Yes.............................................................................................................1
No...............................................................................................................2

INCLUDE:
ACCESS/USE OF GARAGE TO PROVIDE PARKING IN CONNECTION
WITH THE ACCOMMODATION (FOR EXAMPLE, ACCESS TO A SHARED
GARAGE WITH A PARKING SPACE ALLOCATED TO THE
FLAT/APARTMENT).

44. GaragPy  Do you pay a separate fee for this garage or parking space?

Yes.............................................................................................................1
No (included in rent or part of property).........................................................2

45. CTBand  Could you please tell me which Council Tax band the accommodation is in; Is it in ?

RUNNING PROMPT

THIS MUST BE THE BAND SET BY THE COUNCIL - DO NOT ACCEPT
RESPONDENT’S OWN ESTIMATE OF THE BAND OF THE PROPERTY.
IF THIS HOUSEHOLD’S ACCOMMODATION IS NOT VALUED
SEPARATELY (EG BECAUSE IT IS RENTED AS PART OF LARGER
PREMISES) THEN USE CODE <10>

Band A......................................................................................................1
Band B......................................................................................................2
Band C......................................................................................................3
Band D......................................................................................................4
Band E......................................................................................................5
Band F......................................................................................................6
Band G......................................................................................................7
Band H......................................................................................................8
Or
Band I......................................................................................................9
General lifestyle Survey 2009

Household accommodation not valued separately…………………………...10

| 46. CTBen | Some people qualify for Council Tax Benefit or rebate
|----------|---------------------------------------------------------------
|          | Do you or does anyone else in your household receive Council Tax Benefit or rebate either directly or by having it paid to your landlord on your behalf? |
|          | Yes.............................................................................. 1 |
|          | No............................................................................... 2 |

**Ask if CTBen =1**

| 47. AmtCTB | How much Council Tax Benefit or rebate did you receive?
|-------------|---------------------------------------------------------------
|             | ENTER AMOUNT TO NEAREST £1                                   |
|             | 0..9997                                                       |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>48. PerCTB</th>
<th>How long did this cover?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>one week...</td>
<td>................................................................................... 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two weeks..</td>
<td>............................................................................... 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three weeks.</td>
<td>........................................................................... 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four weeks ..</td>
<td>......................................................................... 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calendar month.</td>
<td>........................................................................ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two calendar months.</td>
<td>.................................................................. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eight times a year.</td>
<td>..................................................................... 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nine times a year.</td>
<td>....................................................................... 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten times a year.</td>
<td>........................................................................ 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three months/13 weeks.</td>
<td>..................................................................... 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six months/26 weeks.</td>
<td>........................................................................ 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one year/12 months/52 weeks.</td>
<td>.................................................................. 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less than one week.</td>
<td>........................................................................ 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one off/lump sum.</td>
<td>........................................................................... 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of these: Explain in a note &lt;Ctrl&gt; + &lt;M&gt;........................................................................ 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONSUMER DURABLES

Ask all households

49. IntroDur  Now I’d like to ask you about various household items you may have - this gives us an indication of how living standards are changing.

50. HasDur  Does your household have any of the following items in your (part of the) accommodation?

INCLUDE ITEMS STORED OR UNDER REPAIR.
INCLUDE ITEMS OWNED, RENTED OR ON LOAN.
IF ANY MEMBER POSSESSES AN ITEM, THE HOUSEHOLD POSSESSES IT.

51. TVcol  Colour TV set?

Yes........................................................................................................1
No...........................................................................................................2

Ask if household does not have a colour tv
(\(TV_{col} = 2\))

52. TVwhy  (You said your household doesn't have a Colour TV). Is that because you...

don't want one......................................................................................1
would like one but cannot afford it......................................................2
or is there some other reason?............................................................3

Ask all households

53. WashMach  Washing Machine?

Yes........................................................................................................1
No...........................................................................................................2
Ask if household does not have a washing machine  
(WashMach = 2)

54. WashWhy

You said your household doesn’t have a washing machine. Is that because you don’t want one……………………………………………………………………...1
would like one but cannot afford it………………………………………………2
or is there some other reason?……………………………………………………3

Ask all households

55. Telephone

SHARED TELEPHONES LOCATED IN PUBLIC HALLWAYS TO BE INCLUDED ONLY IF THIS HOUSEHOLD IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYING THE ACCOUNT.
INCLUDE MOBILE PHONES.
PROMPT AS NECESSARY

Yes, fixed telephone………………………………………………………………1
Yes, mobile telephone…………………………………………………………….2
Yes, fixed and mobile telephone…………………………………………………3
No……………………………………………………………………………………4

Ask if household does not have a telephone  
(Telephon = 4)

56. TelWhy

(You said your household doesn't have a telephone). Is that because you...

RUNNING PROMPT

don’t want one……………………………………………………………………...1
would like one but cannot afford it………………………………………………2
or is there some other reason?……………………………………………………3

Ask all households

57. Computer

Home computer?

EXCLUDE: VIDEO GAMES
Ask if household does not have a home computer
*(Computer = 2)*

58. CompWhy You said your household doesn’t have a computer). Is that because you
don’t want one…………………………………………………………………………..1
would like one but cannot afford it…………………………………………………..2
or is there some other reason?.......................................................................3

Ask all households

59. UseVcl Do you, or any members of your household, at present own or have
continuous use of motor vehicle?

INCLUDE COMPANY CARS/VANS IF AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE USE
EXCLUDE COMPANY CARS/VANS IF PROVIDED ONLY FOR WORK
PURPOSES

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No...................................................................................................................2

Ask if the household has use of motor vehicles(s)
*(If UseVcl =1)*

For each vehicle in turn

60. TypeVcl FOR EACH VEHICLE IN TURN:
I would now like to ask about the (Nth) vehicle. Is it…
a car...........................................................................................................1
a light van...............................................................................................2
a motor cycle..........................................................................................3
or some other motor vehicle?.................................................................4

61. PrivVcl FOR EACH VEHICLE IN TURN:
Is the vehicle...

privately owned......................................................................................1
or is it a company vehicle?...............................................................................................2

**Ask if it is a company vehicle**  
(*UseVcl = 1 & PrivVcl = 2*)

62. WhoCar

Enter the person number of whose company car it is

1..16

63. ListPr

What was the manufacturer's list price of this vehicle when new, to the nearest £1,000?

IF A PRECISE FIGURE IS NOT AVAILABLE, KEY D/K.

1..99997

**Ask list price is unknown**  
(*UseVcl = 1 & PrivVcl = 2 & ListPr = DK*)

64. Band

SHOWCARD 1

Could you tell me in which of these bands was the list price of this vehicle when new?

Up to £10,000...........................................................................................................1  
£10,001 to £13,000....................................................................................................2  
£13,001 to £16,000..................................................................................................3  
£16,001 to £19,000..................................................................................................4  
£19,001 to £22,000..................................................................................................5  
£22,001 to £25,000..................................................................................................6  
£25,001 to £30,000..................................................................................................7  
£30,001 to £40,000..................................................................................................8  
£40,001 and over......................................................................................................9

**Ask if price band is unknown**  
(*UseVcl = 1 & PrivVcl = 2 & ListPr = DK & Band = DK*)
65. Model  Could you tell me the make and model and engine size of this vehicle?

   IF NO INFORMATION ON MAKE/MODEL IS AVAILABLE, TRY TO RECORD AT LEAST THE ENGINE SIZE.

   TYPE IN VEHICLE INFO
   NO MORE THAN 80 CHARACTERS

66. AnyMore  Do you, or any members of your household, at present own or have continuous use of any more motor vehicles?

   INCLUDE COMPANY CARS (IF AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE USE)

   Yes.................................................................................................................1
   No.....................................................................................................................2

67. NoCar  This household doesn't have a car or light van. Is that because...

   RUNNING PROMPT

   don't want one..............................................................................................1
   would like one but cannot afford it.................................................................2
   or is there some other reason?.......................................................................3

68. CarWhy  This household doesn't have a vehicle. Is that because...
RUNNING PROMPT

don't want one.................................................................................1
would like one but cannot afford it...........................................2
or is there some other reason?......................................................3

TENURE

Ask all households

69. Ten1 SHOWCARD 1

In which of these ways do you occupy this accommodation?

MAKE SURE ANSWER APPLIES TO HRP

 Own outright.................................................................................1
 Buying it with the help of a mortgage or loan...........................2
 Pay part rent and part mortgage (shared ownership)...............3
 Rent it...........................................................................................4
 Live here rent-free (including rent-free in relative's/friend's property;
 excluding squatting).................................................................5
 Squatting.....................................................................................6

Ask if household rents the accommodation, or lives there rent-free
(Ten1 = 4 or 5)

70. Tied

Does the accommodation go with the job of anyone in the household?

IF THE ACCOMMODATION GOES WITH THE JOB OF SOMEBODY
WHO IS TEMPORARILY NOT A MEMBER OF THE HOUSEHOLD, CODE YES.
IF THE ACCOMMODATION USED TO GO WITH THE JOB OF SOMEONE
IN THE HOUSEHOLD, BUT THIS IS NO LONGER THE CASE, CODE NO.

 Yes..............................................................................................1
 No...............................................................................................2

71. LLord

Who is your landlord?

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

 the local authority/council/Scottish Homes.............................1
 a housing association, charitable trust or Local Housing Company..2
72. Furn Is the accommodation provided: ...

RUNNING PROMPT

Furnished.................................................................1
partly furnished (e.g. carpets and curtains only)......................2
or unfurnished?..........................................................3

Ask all households

73. YearBuy In which year did you (buy this accommodation / sign the first contract to rent this accommodation / move to this address)?

AN ESTIMATE IS ACCEPTABLE
ENTER YEAR IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT, E.G. 2000

1900...2009
HOUSING COSTS

Ask if household rents the accommodation

(Ten1 = 4)

74. RentAmt

How much rent did your household actually pay last time it was due, after deducting any housing benefit (rent rebate)?

ENTER TO THE NEAREST £1 (AFTER HOUSING BENEFIT).

INCLUDE COUNCIL TAX, COUNCIL WATER CHARGE, WATER RATES IF PAID AS PART OF RENT

0.00..9997.00

If RentAmt > 0

75. RentPer

How long did this cover?
one week………………………………………………………………………..1
two weeks……………………………………………………………………….2
three weeks……………………………………………………………………..3
four weeks……………………………………………………………………….4
calendar month…………………………………………………………………5
two calendar months………………………………………………………..7
eight times a year……………………………………………………………..8
nine times a year……………………………………………………………..9
ten times a year………………………………………………………………10
three months/13 weeks…………………………………………………….13
six months/26 weeks………………………………………………………..26
one year/12 months/52 weeks………………………………………………52
less than one week…………………………………………………………....90
one off/lump sum……………………………………………………………..95
none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <Ctrl> + <M>…………………………..97

76. RentHol

Do you have a rent holiday?
Yes………………………………………………………………………………..1
No………………………………………………………………………………….2

If answered yes to rent holiday

(Ten1 = 4 & RentHol = 1)
77. RentHoWk  For how many weeks a year do you have a rent holiday?

0..52

Ask if household rents the accommodation

(Ten1 = 4)

78. HBen  Some people qualify for Housing Benefit, that is, a rent rebate or allowance.

Do you or anyone else in your household receive Housing Benefit either directly or by having it paid to your landlord on your behalf?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

Ask if receiving Housing Benefit

(Ten1 = 4 & HBen = 1)

79. AmtHB  How much Housing Benefit was allowed for the last rent?

ENTER AMOUNT TO THE NEAREST £1

0..1000
80. PerHB  How long did this cover?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>one week</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two weeks</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three weeks</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four weeks</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calendar month</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two calendar months</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eight times a year</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nine times a year</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten times a year</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three months/13 weeks</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six months/26 weeks</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one year/12 months/52 weeks</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less than one week</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one off/lump sum</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ask if household rents the accommodation

(Ten1 = 4)

81. Servic  SHOWCARD 6

Do you pay for any of the services shown on this card? Exclude any which are included as part of your rent.

ENTER AT MOST 9 VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid or solid fuel (e.g. oil, coke, etc.)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating, hot water</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural (building) insurance</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewage removal</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other service charges</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular maintenance and repairs</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of these</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If household pays extra for services
82. ServInc Could you give me an estimate of how much you pay each month for these services (water, electricity, gas etc)?

A TOTAL FOR ALL SERVICES TOGETHER.

A ROUGH ESTIMATE IS SUFFICIENT, IN POUNDS.

0..9997

Ask if household have a mortgage/loan or part mortgage (shared ownership)

83. MorgYr In which year did your present mortgage begin?

1900..2009

84. MorgTyp SHOWCARD 7

Looking at this card, which one of these options best describes your mortgage?

an endowment mortgage (where your mortgage payments cover interest only),.................................................................1
a repayment mortgage (where your mortgage payments cover interest and part of the original .................................................................2
a pension mortgage (where your mortgage payments cover interest only),.................................................................3
or a PEP mortgage, ISA mortgage or Unit Trust mortgage,.................4
or both an endowment (or any interest only) mortgage and a repayment mortgage.................................................................5
an interest only mortgage with more than one linked investment (e.g. pension and unit trust, endowment and ISA)..................6
an interest only mortgage with no linked investment (e.g. no endowment, pension, PEP or .................................................................7
or another type (not listed above).................................................................8
85. **MorgPayL**  How much was your last payment on this mortgage/loan?

   **ENTER THIS AMOUNT TO THIS NEAREST POUND**

   0..9997

86. **MorgPerL**  How long did this cover?

   - one week.................................................................................................1
   - two weeks............................................................................................2
   - three weeks...........................................................................................3
   - four weeks............................................................................................4
   - calendar month.......................................................................................5
   - two calendar months...............................................................................7
   - eight times a year....................................................................................8
   - nine times a year.....................................................................................9
   - ten times a year......................................................................................10
   - three months/13 weeks.......................................................................13
   - six months/26 weeks............................................................................26
   - one year/12 months/52 weeks.................................................................52
   - less than one week................................................................................90
   - one off/lump sum..................................................................................95
   - none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <Ctrl> + <M>.................................97

**Ask all households**

87. **AffIntro**  I'd like you to think about your total housing cost. By that I mean all the bills to do with running a house. That includes your mortgage or rent payments, bills such as gas, electricity, water and refuse removal charges.
88. Burden

To what extent are the total housing costs a financial burden or struggle for your household?

Would you say it is ...

RUNNING PROMPT

a heavy burden/struggle, .................................................. 1
a slight burden/struggle, .................................................. 2
or not a burden/struggle at all? ......................................... 3
TRAILER MODULE

MATERIAL DEPRIVATION

Ask all households

89. IntroHH The following set of questions ask about your home and neighbourhood

90. WatHot Does your accommodation have hot running water?

Yes………………………………………………………………………………..…1
No…………………………………………………………………………………..2

91. MovHse Do you think that your household may move from your present accommodation in the next 6 months?
If respondent is unsure code 'Yes'

Yes………………………………………………………………………………….1
No…………………………………………………………………………………..2

Ask if household may move house from their present accommodation 

(MovHse = 1)

92. MvHsReas What is the main reason that your household may move from your present accommodation in the next 6 months

landlord has given/will give notice to end the tenancy. .........................1
there is no formal tenancy and landlord has given/will give notice ............2
eviction (or other legal reasons)............................................................3
financial difficulties ................................................................................4
family related reason.............................................................................5
employment related reason.................................................................6
other reason...........................................................................................7

93. NoSpace Do you have a shortage of space in your accommodation?
Respondent's opinion/perception about shortage of space can be living space and/or storage space

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No...................................................................................................................2

94. Litter How often is there litter lying around in your neighbourhood?

Very frequently..................................................................................................1
Frequently.........................................................................................................2
Sometimes........................................................................................................3
Rarely or never...............................................................................................4

95. Damaged How often is there damaged public property (bus stops, lamp posts, pavements, playgrounds etc.) in your neighbourhood? 
damage can be deliberate, accidental or due to wear and tear"

Very frequently..................................................................................................1
Frequently.........................................................................................................2
Sometimes........................................................................................................3
Rarely or never...............................................................................................4

96. UseTrans Does any member of your household use public transport?

Bus, train, metro, tram and similar

If would like to use but doesn't because service is unavailable code 'Yes' here and 'very difficult' at next screen

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No...................................................................................................................2

Ask if any member in household uses public transport

(UseTrans = 1)
97. PbTrans  How easy is it for members of your household to access public transport?

Very difficult…………………………………………………………………………………..1
Difficult…………………………………………………………………………………………2
Easy………………………………………………………………………………………………………3
Very easy……………………………………………………………………………………………4

98. UsePost  Does any member of your household send and receive both parcels and letters?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if any member in household sends and receive both parcels and letters

(UsePost = 1)

99. PostalS  How easy is it for members of your household to access these postal services?

Very difficult……………………………………………………………………………………………1
Difficult…………………………………………………………………………………………………2
Easy……………………………………………………………………………………………………………3
Very easy……………………………………………………………………………………………………4

100. UseBank  Does any member of your household use banking services such as withdrawing and transferring money and paying bills? include telephone or internet banking if used

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………………2
Ask if any member in household uses banking services such as withdrawing and transferring money and paying bills

(UseBank = 1)

101. BankinS How easy is it for members of your household to access these banking services? withdrawing money, transferring money, paying bills

Very difficult.........................................................................................1
Difficult.................................................................................................2
Easy.........................................................................................................3
Very easy..............................................................................................4

102. NetCnect Does your household have an internet connection?

Yes.........................................................................................................1
No because can't afford it......................................................................2
No for some other reason.....................................................................3

103. FurnRep Would your household replace furniture if it became worn out?

Yes.........................................................................................................1
No because can't afford it......................................................................2
No for some other reason.....................................................................3

***END OF HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE***
INDIVIDUAL SECTION

Ask this section of all adults

1. Iswitch

THIS IS WHERE YOU START RECORDING ANSWERS FOR INDIVIDUALS.
DO YOU WANT TO RECORD ANSWERS FOR (name) NOW OR LATER?

Yes, now………………………………………………………………………………1
Later…………………………………………………………………………………2
or is there no interview with this person?.................................................3

Ask if answers are to be recorded now
(Iswitch = 1)

2. PersProx

INTERVIEWER: IS THE INTERVIEW ABOUT (name) BEING GIVEN:

In person……………………………………………………………………………1
or by someone else?......................................................................................2

Ask if answers are to be recorded now, but are being answered by someone else
(Iswitch = 1 & PersProx = 2)

3. ProxyNum

ENTER PERSON NUMBER OF PERSON GIVING THE INFORMATION

1..16

MIGRATION, CITIZENSHIP, NATIONAL IDENTITY, ETHNICITY

All persons (adult and children) individually

4. Ntnlty

What is your/(..)’s nationality?

COMMON CODES:
UK, British ........................................................................................................ 926
Irish Republic .................................................................................................. 372
Hong Kong ..................................................................................................... 344
China ............................................................................................................. 156
Other ........................................................................................................... 997

Ask if nationality was ‘other’
(Ntnlty = 997)

5. NatSpec  TYPE IN MAIN NATIONALITY

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

6. Nltyspc  PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER THE CODING FRAME

PRESS ENTER TO SELECT A CODE AND ENTER AGAIN TO CONTINUE
4..992

7. Cry01  And in which country were you/was (...) born?

IF RESPONDENT SAYS BRITAIN, PROBE FOR COUNTRY
<HELP F9>

COMMON CODES:

England ........................................................................................................ 921
Wales .......................................................................................................... 924
Scotland .................................................................................................... 923
Northern Ireland ....................................................................................... 922
UK ............................................................................................................. 926
Republic of Ireland ................................................................................... 372
Hong Kong ................................................................................................ 344
China ....................................................................................................... 156
Other ...................................................................................................... 997

Ask if country of birth was ‘other’
(Cry01 = 997)

8. CrySpec  TYPE IN COUNTRY

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS
9. CryO  PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER THE CODING FRAME

PRESS ENTER TO SELECT A CODE AND ENTER AGAIN TO CONTINUE
4..992

**Ask if not born in the UK**
(Cry01 = 372) or (Cry01 = 344) or (Cry01 = 156) or (Cry01 = 997)

10. CameYr  Which year did you/(...) first arrive in the United Kingdom?

ENTER IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT E.G.: 2000
1900..2009

11. CONTUK  Apart from holidays and short visits abroad have you/has (…) lived in the UK continuously since then?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No.............................................................................................................2

**Ask if CONTUK=2**

12. CameY2  Which year did you/(..) last arrive in the UK?

ENTER IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT E.G.: 2000
1900..2009

**Ask if CameY2 or CameYr is in survey year or previous year**

13. CameMt  In which month did you/(..) arrive in the UK?
January........................................................................................................1
February.................................................................................................2
March.......................................................................................................3
April........................................................................................................4
May..........................................................................................................5
June.........................................................................................................6
July..........................................................................................................7
August.....................................................................................................8
September.............................................................................................9
October.................................................................................................10
November............................................................................................11
December..............................................................................................12

All persons

14. CtzIntro  I’ve got some questions now about citizenship.

15. CkCtz  Last time you told us that you were eligible to hold a Passport for [Citizen].

        Yes, still the case.........................................................................1
        No, not the case.........................................................................2

16. Citizen  For what country or countries do you hold, or are entitled to hold, a
        Wave 1 or Passport?
        CkCtz = 2)
“EU PASSPORT”: CHECK IF ISSUED IN THE UK OR PROBE ‘IN WHAT COUNTRY WAS THE PASSPORT ISSUED?’

CODE FIRST COUNTRY
COMMON CODES:

United Kingdom.................................................................926
Republic of Ireland..........................................................372
Ghana.................................................................................288
Nigeria.................................................................................566
Jamaica.................................................................................388
India.....................................................................................356
South Africa..........................................................................710
Pakistan.................................................................................586
Poland..................................................................................616
Other....................................................................................997

Ask if country of citizenship is ‘other’
(Citizen = 997)

17. CtzSp1 TYPE IN COUNTRY

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

18. CtzCode PRESS <SPACE BAR> AND CHOOSE COUNTRY FROM CODING FRAME

PRESS ENTER TO SELECT A CODE AND ENTER AGAIN TO CONTINUE

CODE FIRST COUNTRY

4..992

19. OthPass Do you hold or are you entitled to hold a Passport for any other country?

Yes......................................................................................1
No.......................................................................................2
20. Citiz2

For what other country or countries do you hold, or are entitled to hold, a (OthPass = 1) Passport?

“EU PASSPORT”: CHECK IF ISSUED IN THE UK OR PROBE ‘IN WHAT COUNTRY WAS THE PASSPORT ISSUED?’

COMMON CODES:

- United Kingdom…………………………………………………………………926
- Republic of Ireland……………………………………………………………...372
- Ghana…………………………………………………………………………....288
- Nigeria……………………………………………………………………………566
- Jamaica……………………………………………………………………………388
- India………………………………………………………………………………356
- South Africa……………………………………………………………………..710
- Pakistan……………………………………………………………………………586
- Poland……………………………………………………………………………616
- Other……………………………………………………………………………..997

Ask if second country of citizenship is ‘other’
(Citiz2 = 997)

21. CtzSp2

Type in country

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

22. CtzCode2

PRESS <SPACE BAR> AND CHOOSE COUNTRY FROM CODING FRAME
PRESS ENTER TO SELECT A CODE AND ENTER AGAIN TO CONTINUE

CODE SECOND COUNTRY

4..992

All persons

23. FatCob

And in which country was your / (…’s) father born?
IF RESPONDENT SAYS BRITAIN, PROBE FOR COUNTRY
<HELP F9>

COMMON CODES:
England.................................................921
Northern Ireland..........................................922
Scotland..................................................923
Wales.....................................................924
Irish Republic............................................372
Kenya.....................................................404
Ghana.....................................................288
Nigeria....................................................566
Jamaica..................................................388
Bangladesh............................................350
India......................................................50
Pakistan................................................586
Other.....................................................997

Ask if father’s country of birth was ‘other’
(FatCob = 997)

24. CrySp1 TYPE IN COUNTRY
ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

25. CryCd1 PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER THE CODING FRAME
PRESS ENTER TO SELECT A CODE AND ENTER AGAIN TO CONTINUE

   4..992

Ask all persons

26. MotCob And in which country was your/ (...‘s) mother born?
IF RESPONDENT SAYS BRITAIN, PROBE FOR COUNTRY
<HELP F9>

COMMON CODES:

England…………………………………………………………………….…….921
Northern Ireland……………………………………………………………..922
Scotland……………………………………………………………………….923
Wales………………………………………………………………………….924
Irish Republic…………………………………………………………………..372
Kenya…………………………………………………………………………….404
Ghana……………………………………………………………………………288
Nigeria……………………………………………………………………………566
Jamaica…………………………………………………………………………..388
Bangladesh……………………………………………………………………….50
India………………………………………………………………………………356
Pakistan………………………………………………………………………….586
Other……………………………………………………………………………..997

Ask if mother’s country of birth was ‘other’
(MotCob = 997)

27.  CrySp2  TYPE IN COUNTRY

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

28.  CryCd2  PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER THE CODING FRAME
PRESS ENTER TO SELECT CODE AND ENTER AGAIN TO CONTINUE

4..992

All persons aged 16 and over
Ask if household is in England

SHOWCARD 2-E
29. NatIdE  What do you/does (..) consider your/his/her national identity to be, you may choose as many as apply, is it...

   English..............................................................................................................1
   Scottish...........................................................................................................2
   Welsh...............................................................................................................3
   Irish..................................................................................................................4
   British............................................................................................................5
   Other..............................................................................................................6

Ask if household is in Scotland

SHOWCARD 2-S

30. NatIdS  What do you/does (..) consider your/his/her national identity to be, you may choose as many as apply, is it...

   Scottish............................................................................................................1
   English............................................................................................................2
   Welsh...............................................................................................................3
   Irish..................................................................................................................4
   British............................................................................................................5
   Other..............................................................................................................6

Ask if household is in Wales

SHOWCARD 2-W

31. NatIdW  What do you/does (..) consider your/his/her national identity to be, you may choose as many as apply, is it...

   Welsh..............................................................................................................1
   English............................................................................................................2
   Scottish............................................................................................................3
   Irish..................................................................................................................4
   British............................................................................................................5
   Other..............................................................................................................6

   If answered other
   (NatIdE=6 or NatIdS=6 or NatIdW=6)

32. NatIdO  How would you describe your national identity?
33. Eth01  To which of these ethnic groups do you consider you belong?

White........................................................................................................1
Mixed......................................................................................................2
Asian or Asian British.........................................................................3
Black or Black British.........................................................................4
Chinese.................................................................................................5
Other ethnic group...............................................................................6

Ask if Eth01=1

34. EthWh  And to which of these groups do you/does (..) consider you/he/she belongs...

British..................................................................................................1
Another White Background...............................................................2

Ask if Eth01=2

35. EthMx  And to which of these groups do you/does (..) consider you/he/she belongs....

White and Black Caribbean..............................................................1
White and Black African.................................................................2
White and Asian...............................................................................3
Another Mixed background............................................................4
Ask if Eth01=3

36. EthAs  And to which of these groups do you/does (..) consider you/he/she belongs……..

Indian...........................................................................................................1
Pakistani..........................................................................................................2
Bangladeshi....................................................................................................3
Another Asian background...........................................................................4

Ask if Eth01=4

37. EthBl  And to which of these groups do you/does (..) consider you/he/she belongs....

Caribbean......................................................................................................1
African............................................................................................................2
or
Another Black background..........................................................................3

Ask if EthWh=2 or EthMx=4 or EthAs=4 or EthBl=3

38. EthOth  Please can you describe your ethnic group?

ENTER DESCRIPTION OF ETHNIC GROUP

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 150 CHARACTERS

39. Eth02  PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER THE CODING FRAME

PRESS ENTER TO SELECT CODE AND ENTER AGAIN TO CONTINUE

RELIGION
**All persons**

40. Relig  
What is your/(..) religion, even if you/he/she is/are not currently practising?

**PROMPT AS NECESSARY**

Christian........................................................................................................1  
Buddhist........................................................................................................2  
Hindu...............................................................................................................3  
Jewish............................................................................................................4  
Muslim..........................................................................................................5  
Sikh...............................................................................................................6  
Any other religion..........................................................................................7  
No religion at all..........................................................................................8

**LENGTH OF RESIDENCY**

41. RestMe2  
How many years have you lived at this address?
0.99

**Ask if RestMe2=0**

42. **ResMth**  How many months have you/has (..) lived here?  
1..11

**Ask if RestMth<3**

43. **ResBby**  Is (..) a baby born in the last three months?  
Yes ........................................................................................................1  
No ...........................................................................................................2

**Ask if RestMth<3 and ResBby=2**

44. **M3Cry**  Three months ago, were you/was (..) living in...  
The UK ........................................................................................................1  
Or somewhere else ....................................................................................2

**Ask if M3Cry=2**

45. **M3CrySpec**  Which country was that?  
TYPE IN COUNTRY  
ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

46. **M3CryO**  PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER THE CODING FRAME  
4..992

**Ask if RestMth<3 and ResBby=2 and M3Cry=1**

47. **M3Area**  ASK OR RECORD
Which town or village were you/was (..) living in then?

TAKE NEAREST

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 20 CHARACTERS

48. M3Cty

ASK OR RECORD

Which county or borough is that in?

TAKE NEAREST

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 20 CHARACTERS

49. M3ResC

PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER CODING FRAME

If there is more than one code for the place, enter the first listed code

1.999999

50. OYEqM3

May I just check, were you/was (..) also living at that address 12 months Ago, that is on ([day], [month],[year]?

Yes, same place.................................................................1
No......................................................................................2
Baby, under 1 year old.....................................................3

Ask if (ResMth > 2) AND (ResMth <= 11) OR (OYEqM3 = 2)

51. OYCry

Twelve months ago were you/was (..) living in...

The UK..................................................................................1
Yes......................................................................................2
Somewhere else.....................................................................3

Ask if OYCry=2

52. OYCrySpec

Which country was that?
TYPE IN COUNTRY
ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

53. OYCryO PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER THE CODING FRAME
4..992

Ask if (ResMth > 2) AND (ResMth <= 11) OR (OYEqM3 = 2) AND (OYCry=1)

54. OYArea ASK OR RECORD
Which town or village were you/was (..) living in then?
TAKE NEAREST
ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 20 CHARACTERS

55. OYCty ASK OR RECORD
Which county or borough is that in?
TAKE NEAREST
ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 20 CHARACTERS

56. OYResC PRESS <SPACE BAR> TO ENTER CODING FRAME
If there is more than one code for the place, enter the first listed code
1..999999

EMPLOYMENT
Ask this section of all adults

Ask if respondent is a man aged 16-64, or a woman aged 16-62

57. Schm08 Last week, that is in the seven days ending Sunday the [RefDay] of [RefMnth], were you/was (..) on any of the following schemes...

RUNNING PROMPT

Work Based Learning for Young People (GB only)..........................1
New Deal.....................................................................................2
Work-Based Learning for Adults/Training for work.......................3
Job Skills (NI only).................................................................10
Worktrack (NI only).................................................................15
Entry to employment.............................................................21
Any other training scheme.......................................................50
Or none of these.........................................................................66
Just 16 and non-response this time...........................................97

Ask if respondent is a man aged 65+, or a woman aged 63+ or schm08=66 or TecLec4=3

58. Wrking Did you/he/she[j] do any paid work in the 7 days ending Sunday the [RefDay] of [RefMnth], either as an employee or as self-employed?

Yes..........................................................................................1
No............................................................................................2

Ask if on New Deal scheme
(Schm08 = 2)

59. NDTtype4 May I just ask...
Were you /was he/she on the...

INDIVIDUAL PROMPT - CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

New Deal for Disabled People.................................................................1
New Deal for Lone Parents.................................................................3
New Deal for Young People...............................................................4
New Deal for 25+..................................................................................5
New Deal for 50+..................................................................................6
New Deal for Partners..........................................................................7
None of these......................................................................................8
Don’t know.........................................................................................9

Ask if on New Deal scheme and more than 17
(Schm08 = 2 andDVage>17 )

60. NewDea4 Can I ask, which of the following New Deal options were you/was he/she on (in that week)

RUNNING PROMPT

Still on the Gateway or having advisory interviews.............................1
Working for an employer in the Public or Private Sector.....................3
Working for the voluntary sector.........................................................4
Working for an environmental task force.........................................5
In full-time study on an approved course.........................................6
Receiving help setting up as self employed.......................................7
Basic Employment Training (BET).....................................................8
Education and Training Opportunities (ETO)..................................9
Or on the Follow Through scheme..................................................10
Don’t know.......................................................................................97

Ask if on any other training
(Schm08 = 50)

61. TecLec4 May I just check, was that...

A programme funded by the Learning and Skills Councils (England) or the National Council for Education and Learning in Wales.......................1
A scheme in Scotland run by a Local Enterprise Company (LEC).........2
Or was it some other scheme.............................................................3

Ask if  (Schm08 = 1 or Schm08=3 or TecLec4=1 or TecLec4=2 or Schm08=10 or Schm08=50 or NewDea4=97 or Schm08=15)

62. YTEtMp In the week ending Sunday the [RefDay] of [RefMnth] on that government
scheme were you / was he / she

INDIVIDUAL PROMPT - CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

With an employer providing work experience or practical training.............1
On a project providing work experience or practical training.....................2
At a college or training centre..........................................................3
Temporarily away from an employer or project....................................4
Temporarily away from a college or training centre.................................5

Ask if (YTEtMp= 3 or YTEtMp=5 or NewDea4=1 or NewDea4=6 or
NewDea4=19 or NewDea4=8 or NewDea4=9)

63. YTEtJb

In the week ending Sunday the.[RefDay] of [RefMnth], did you/he/she do
any paid work or have any other paid job or business in addition to the
government scheme you have just told me about?

Yes.................................................................................................1
No.................................................................................................2

Ask if didn’t do any paid work in the last week
(Wrking=2)

64. JbAway

Even though you were/(..) was not doing paid work, did you/he/she have a
job or business that you/he/she were/was away from in the week ending
Sunday the [RefDay] of [RefMnth] (and that you/he/she expect to return to)

Yes.................................................................................................1
No.................................................................................................2
Waiting to take up a new job/business already obtained........................3

Ask if respondent was not away from a job or waiting to take up a new
job (JbAway=2 or 3)

65. OwnBus

Did you/he/she do any unpaid work in the week (ending Sunday the
[RefDay] of [RefMnth]) for any business that you/he/she owns?

Yes.................................................................................................1
General Lifestyle Survey 2009

Office for National Statistics

66. RelBus or (any unpaid work for a business) that a relative owns?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

67. EverWk (And) have you/has (..) ever (in your/his/her life) had paid work, apart from casual or holiday work (or the job you/he/she is/are waiting to begin)? Please include self-employment or a government scheme.

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

68. LeftYr Which year did you/he/she leave your/his/her last paid job?

Exclude casual/holiday work
If left last job before 1900, enter 1900.

1900..2009

69. LeftM Which month in that year did you/he/she leave?

January.................................................................1
February……………………………………………………………………………………………………2
March……………………………………………………………………………………………………3
April……………………………………………………………………………………………………..4
May………………………………………………………………………………………………………….5
June………………………………………………………………………………………………………….6
July……………………………………………………………………………………………………………7
August……………………………………………………………………………………………………8
September……………………………………………………………………………………………….9
October…………………………………………………………………………………………………10
November………………………………………………………………………………………………11
December……………………………………………………………………………………………………12

Ask those who are in current employment or have had a job in the past

70.  IndD  What did the firm/organisation you worked for mainly make or do (at the place where you worked)?

DESCRIBE FULLY - PROBE MANUFACTURING or PROCESSING or DISTRIBUTING ETC. AND MAIN GOODS PRODUCED, MATERIALS USED, WHOLESALE or RETAIL ETC.

ENTER TEXT AT MOST 80 CHARACTERS

71.  OccT  CURRENT OR LAST JOB

What was your (main) job (in the week ending Sunday the (n))?

ENTER TEXT AT MOST 30 CHARACTERS

72.  OccD  CURRENT OR LAST JOB

What did you mainly do in your job?

RECORD SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS/TRAINING NEEDED TO DO THE JOB

ENTER TEXT AT MOST 80 CHARACTERS

Ask those who are in current employment

(Wrking=1)

73.  Sector  And was that...
RUNNING PROMPT
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY (PLC) = CODE 1
OTHER LIMITED COMPANY = CODE 1
SELF-EMPLOYED = CODE 1

A private firm or business, a limited company.................................1
Or some other kind of organisation.............................................2

Ask if working for some other kind organisation
(Sector=2)

74. Sectro03 ASK OR RECORD

What kind of non-private organisation was it...

INDIVIDUAL PROMPT - CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

A public limited company (plc)? Check it is not code 2....................1
A nationalised industry/state corporation? Check it is not code 1........2
Central government or civil service?............................................3
Local government or council (including police, fire services and local
authority controlled schools/colleges)?........................................4
A university, or other grant funded education establishment (include opted-
out schools)?............................................................................5
A health authority or NHS Trust?..................................................6
A charity, voluntary organisation or trust?.....................................7
The armed forces?......................................................................8
Some other kind of organisation?..............................................9

75. Stat Were you working as an employee or were you self-employed?
Ask (or record if on government scheme or doing unpaid work)

Employee.................................................................1
Self-employed.......................................................2
Government Scheme..............................................3
Unpaid family worker..............................................4

Ask if employee
(Stat = 1)

76. PdWage May I just check, ...
were you/was he/she paid either a salary or a wage by an employer?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No.............................................................................................................2

Ask if not paid a wage
(PdWage=2)

77. Self  May I just check, ..
were you/was he/she...

INDIVIDUAL PROMPT - CODE ALL THAT APPLY (UP TO 4)

Paid a salary or wage by an agency..............................................................1
A sole director of your own limited business..............................................2
Running a business or professional practice.............................................3
A partner in a business or professional practice........................................4
Working for yourself.................................................................................5
A sub-contractor......................................................................................6
Or doing free-lance work..........................................................................7
None of the above....................................................................................8

Ask if employee
(Stat = 1)

78. Supvis  In your job, did you have formal responsibility for supervising the work of other employees?
DO NOT INCLUDE PEOPLE WHO ONLY SUPERVISE:
- CHILDREN, E.G. TEACHERS, NANNIES, CHILDMINDERS
- ANIMALS
- SECURITY OF BUILDINGS, E.G. CARETAKERS, SECURITY GUARDS

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No.............................................................................................................2

79. Manage  ASK OR RECORD
(And) do you have any managerial duties?

Manager.................................................................................................1
Foreman/supervisor ................................................................. 2
Not manager/supervisor ......................................................... 3

Ask if not self-employed
(Stat = 1, 3 or 4)

80. MpnE02 How many people worked for your employer at the place where you worked?

1-10 ....................................................................................... 1
11-19 ................................................................................... 2
20-24 .................................................................................. 3
Don't know but under 25 ..................................................... 4
25-49 .................................................................................. 5
50-249 ............................................................................... 6
250-499 .............................................................................. 7
Don't know between 50 and 499 ....................................... 8
500 or more ....................................................................... 9

Ask if self-employed
(Stat = 2)

81. Solo Were you working on your own or did you have employees?

on own/with partner(s) but no employees .............................. 1
with employees ...................................................................... 2

Ask if self-employed with employees
(Solo = 2)

82. MpnS02 How many people did you employ at the place where you worked?

1-10 ....................................................................................... 1
11-19 ................................................................................... 2
20-24 .................................................................................. 3
Don't know but under 25 ..................................................... 4
25-49 .................................................................................. 5
50-249 ............................................................................... 6
250-499 .............................................................................. 7
Don't know between 50 and 499 ....................................... 8
500 or more ....................................................................... 9

Ask if 1-10 people work for/with respondent
(MpnE02 = 1 or MpnS02=1)
May I just check what the exact number was?

1..10

Ask if 50-249 people at respondent’s workplace
(MpnE02 = 6)

May I just check whether this was between…

50-99 or……………………………………………………………………………….1
100-249……………………………………………………………………………….2

Ask if 500+ people at respondent’s workplace
(MpnE02= 9)

May I just check whether this was between…

500-999 or……………………………………………………………………………….1
1000 or more……………………………………………………………………….2

Ask all those who have ever worked

In your (main) job were you working…

full-time……………………………………………………………………………...1
or part-time………………………………………………………………………….2

Ask if work part-time
(FtPtWk=2)
87.  **YPtJob**  
I would like to ask you why you took a part-time rather than a full-time job. Was it because......

**INDIVIDUAL PROMPT - CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES.**

You were a student / you were at school ......................................................... 1
You were ill or disabled ..................................................................................... 2
You could not find a full-time job .................................................................... 3
You did not want a full-time job ...................................................................... 4

**Ask if in paid work, currently away from a job or business or on a
government scheme**  
(Wrking=1 or JbAway=1 or Stat=3)  
(not asked of proxy respondents)

88.  **EverOT**  
Do you ever do any work which you would regard as paid or unpaid overtime?

**HOURS IN MAIN JOB ONLY**

Yes .................................................................................................................... 1
No .................................................................................................................... 2

**Ask if respondent never does any overtime or does unpaid work for
own business or relative’s business**  
(EverOT=2 or OwnBus=1 or RelBus=1)

89.  **Totus1**  
How many hours per week do you usually work in your (main) job/business  
– please exclude meal breaks?

**THE HOURS SHOULD BE ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST 15 MINUTES,  
WITH PART HOURS AS DECIMALS, FOR EXAMPLE 36 HOURS 30  
MINUTES WOULD BE RECORDED AS 36.5, 40  
HOURS 45 MINUTES WOULD BE RECORDED AS 40.75.  
97 OR MORE = 97**

0.00..97.00

**Ask if respondent sometimes works overtime**
**EverOT=1**

90. **Usuhr** Thinking of your (main) job/business, how many hours per week do you usually work – please exclude meal breaks?

THE HOURS SHOULD BE ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST 15 MINUTES, WITH PART HOURS AS DECIMALS, FOR EXAMPLE 36 HOURS 30 MINUTES WOULD BE RECORDED AS 36.5, 40 HOURS 45 MINUTES WOULD BE RECORDED AS 40.75.

97 OR MORE = 97

0.00..97.00

91. **PotHr** How many hours paid overtime do you usually work per week?

THE HOURS SHOULD BE ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST 15 MINUTES, WITH PART HOURS AS DECIMALS, FOR EXAMPLE 36 HOURS 30 MINUTES WOULD BE RECORDED AS 36.5, 40 HOURS 45 MINUTES WOULD BE RECORDED AS 40.75.

97 OR MORE = 97

0.00..97.00

92. **UotHr** How many hours unpaid overtime do you usually work per week?

THE HOURS SHOULD BE ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST 15 MINUTES, WITH PART HOURS AS DECIMALS, FOR EXAMPLE 36 HOURS 30 MINUTES WOULD BE RECORDED AS 36.5, 40 HOURS 45 MINUTES WOULD BE RECORDED AS 40.75.

97 OR MORE = 97

0.00..97.00

93. **AgreeHrs** Your total usual hours come to …. Is that about right or not?

97 OR MORE = 97
Yes…………………………………………………………………………………….1
No…………………………………………………………………………………….2

Ask if did unpaid work for own/relatives business
(OwnBus = 1 OR RelBus = 1)

94. UnPaidHr Thinking of the business that you did unpaid work for, how many hours per week unpaid work do you usually do for that business?

1..97

Ask if YTEtJb=1

95. MoreJbs Do you normally have more than one paid job in addition to the one you have just told me about?

EXCLUDE WORK AS BABY-SITTERS OR MAIL ORDER AGENTS

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………….1
No…………………………………………………………………………………….2

Ask if respondent has more than one paid job
(MoreJbs = 1)

96. SecondJb What is your second job?

ENTER JOB TITLE

ENTER A TEXT OF AT MOST 80 CHARACTERS

97. EmpSE2nd Were you working as an employee or were you self-employed?

Employee…………………………………………………………………………..1
Self-employed……………………………………………………………………..2

98. OthJbs Do you have any other paid jobs?
Yes…………………………………………………………………..1
No…………………………………………………………………...2

**Ask if respondent has a third paid job**

(\(OthJbs = 1\))

99. **ThirdJb**  What is your third job?

ENTER JOB TITLE

ENTER A TEXT OF AT MOST 80 CHARACTERS

100. **EmpSE3rd**  Were you working as an employee or were you self-employed?

Employee…………………………………………………………………..1
Self-employed………………………………………………………………2

**Ask if respondent has more than one job**

(\(MoreJbs = 1\))

101. **TotHrOth**  How many hours per week do you usually work in your second (and third) jobs - please exclude meals breaks?

97 OR MORE = 97

0.00..97.00

Ask if respondent works but, in total, less than 30 hours a week

\((YTEtJb=1) \& \ Totus1 + Usuhr + PotHr + Uothr + UnpaidHr + TotHrOth < 30\))
102. **LThan30**

The total number of hours you work per week on average is less than 30 hours.

What is your main reason for working less than 30 hours a week?

- Undergoing education or training: 1
- Personal illness or disability: 2
- Want to work more hours but cannot find a job or work for more hours: 3
- Do not want to work more hours: 4
- Considers number of hours in job(s) as full-time: 5
- Housework, looking after children or other dependant: 6
- Other reason: 7

*Ask all respondents, except proxy*

SHOWCARD 5

103. **EcStatus**

I'm going to ask you about what you've been doing over the past 12 months, but first, can I just check, which of these categories best describes you at present?

- Working full-time: 1
- Working part-time: 2
- Unemployed: 3
- Student (incl. pupil at school, those in training): 4
- Looking after family home: 5
- Long-term sick or disabled: 6
- Retired from paid work: 7
- Not in paid work for some other reason: 8

104. **SameSit**

Can I just check, has your situation changed in the last 12 months (that is since (date))?

- Yes: 1
- No: 2

*If situation has changed*  
*SameSit = 1*
105. Mths12 What were you doing 12 months ago, that is in (month) last year?

Working full-time 1
Working part-time 2
Unemployed 3
Student (incl. pupil at school, those in training) 4
Looking after family home 5
Long-term sick or disabled 6
Retired from paid work 7
Not in paid work for some other reason 8

106. Mths11 What were you doing 11 months ago, that is in (month)?

Working full-time ................................................................. 1
Working part-time ............................................................. 2
Unemployed ................................................................. 3
Student (incl. pupil at school, those in training) ...................... 4
Looking after family home ........................................... 5
Long-term sick or disabled ........................................ 6
Retired from paid work ............................................... 7
Not in paid work for some other reason ........................ 8

107. Mths10 What were you doing 10 months ago, that is in (month)?

Working full-time ................................................................. 1
Working part-time ............................................................. 2
Unemployed ................................................................. 3
Student (incl. pupil at school, those in training) ...................... 4
Looking after family home ........................................... 5
Long-term sick or disabled ........................................ 6
Retired from paid work ............................................... 7
Not in paid work for some other reason ........................ 8

108. Mths9 What were you doing 9 months ago, that is in (month)?
109. Mths8  What were you doing 8 months ago, that is in (month)?

SHOWCARD 5

110. Mths7  What were you doing 7 months ago, that is in (month)?

SHOWCARD 5

111. Mths6  What were you doing 6 months ago, that is in (month)?

SHOWCARD 5
SHOWCARD 5

112. Mths5  What were you doing 5 months ago, that is in (month)?

Working full-time.................................................................1
Working part-time..............................................................2
Unemployed.................................................................3
Student (incl. pupil at school, those in training)..........................4
Looking after family home.....................................................5
Long-term sick or disabled.....................................................6
Retired from paid work.......................................................7
Not in paid work for some other reason..................................8

SHOWCARD 5

113. Mths4  What were you doing 4 months ago, that is in (month)?

Working full-time.................................................................1
Working part-time..............................................................2
Unemployed.................................................................3
Student (incl. pupil at school, those in training)..........................4
Looking after family home.....................................................5
Long-term sick or disabled.....................................................6
Retired from paid work.......................................................7
Not in paid work for some other reason..................................8

SHOWCARD 5

114. Mths3  What were you doing 3 months ago, that is in (month)?
SHOWCARD 5

115. Mths2
What were you doing 2 months ago, that is in (month)?

Working full-time.................................................................1
Working part-time............................................................2
Unemployed.................................................................3
Student (incl. pupil at school, those in training)......................4
Looking after family home.............................................5
Long-term sick or disabled..............................................6
Retired from paid work..................................................7
Not in paid work for some other reason...........................8

SHOWCARD 5

116. Mths1
What were you doing 1 month ago, that is in (month)?

Working full-time.................................................................1
Working part-time............................................................2
Unemployed.................................................................3
Student (incl. pupil at school, those in training)......................4
Looking after family home.............................................5
Long-term sick or disabled..............................................6
Retired from paid work..................................................7
Not in paid work for some other reason...........................8

Ask if respondent did not do any paid or unpaid work in the last week or worked for own business or a business owned by a relative ((Everwk=1 or 2) or RelBus=1 or OwnBus=1)
117. Look4 Thinking of the 4 weeks ending Sunday the [RefDay],… were you/was(…) looking for any kind of paid work at any time in those 4 weeks?

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No....................................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent did not look for paid work in the past 4 weeks and is aged between 16 and 59
(Look4=2 and DVAge>15 and DVAge <60)

118. LkYt4 or were you/was he/she looking in those 4 weeks for a place on a government scheme?

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No....................................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent is less than 70 and didn't look for paid work or a place on a government scheme
(Look4=2 and DVAge>59 and DVAge <70 or (LkYt4=2)

119. Wait (And) were you/was he/she waiting to take up a job that you/he/she had already obtained?

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No....................................................................................................................2

Ask if was not waiting to take up a job already obtained
(Wait=2)

120. LikeWk Even though you were/he/she was not looking for work in the 4 weeks ending Sunday the [RefDay], would you/he/she like to have a regular paid job at the moment, either a full- or part-time job?

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No....................................................................................................................2

121. NoLoWa May I just check, … what were the reasons you/he/she did not look for work in the last 4 weeks?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY
Waiting for the results of an application for a job/ being assessed by a training agent………………………………………………………………………………………………………..1
Student……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..2
Looking after the family/home…………………………………………………………………………………………………..3
Temporarily sick or injured………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..4
Long-term sick or disabled………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..5
Believes no jobs available……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………6
Not yet started looking……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………7
Doesn't need employment………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..8
Retired from paid work……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………9
Any other reason…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..10

Ask if more than one reason given for not looking for work in the last 4 weeks
(More than one answer to NoLoWa)

122.  NoLWM

May I just check, ...
what was the main reason you/he/she did not look for work in the last 4 weeks?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY
Waiting for the results of an application for a job/being assessed by a training agent………………………………………………………………………………………………………..1
Student……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..2
Looking after the family/home…………………………………………………………………………………………………..3
Temporarily sick or injured………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..4
Long-term sick or disabled………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..5
Believes no jobs available……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………6
Not yet started looking……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………7
Doesn't need employment………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..8
Retired from paid work……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………9
Any other reason…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..10

Ask if looking for paid work/government scheme in last 4 weeks, would like work or waiting to take up a new job
(Look4 = 1) OR (LkYt4 = 1) OR (LikeWk = 1) OR (JbAway = 3) OR (Wait = 1)
123. Start
If a job or a place on a government scheme had been available in the week ending Sunday the [RefDay], would you/he/she have been able to start within 2 weeks?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No………………………………………………………………………………….2

Ask if not able to take up job within 2 weeks
(Start=2)

124. YStart
Why would you/he/she not have been able to start within 2 weeks?

CODE MAIN REASON ONLY

Must complete education………………………………………………………….1
Cannot leave present job within 2 weeks……………………………………….2
Looking after the family/home……………………………………………………3
Temporarily sick or injured………………………………………………………..4
Long-term sick or disabled………………………………………………………..5
Other reason……………………………………………………………………….6

Ask if looking after the family/home
(YStart=3)

125. YStrtF
May I just check, ...
Was the main reason you/he/she could not start work because...

RUNNING PROMPT

You were caring for children below school age……………………………..1
You were caring for other children……………………………………………….2
You were caring for a dependent adult relative……………………………….3
Some other reason…………………………………………………………………4

Ask if looking for a paid job or a place on a government scheme and not waiting to take up a job
(Look4=1 or LkYt4 and JbAway ≠3)
126. LkTimA  How long have you/has he/she been looking for paid work/a place on a government scheme/an additional or replacement job?

Not yet started ................................................................. 1
Less than 1 month .......................................................... 2
1 month but less than 3 months ....................................... 3
3 months but less than 6 months ...................................... 4
6 months but less than 12 months ................................. 5
12 months but less than 18 months ............................... 6
18 months but less than 2 years ..................................... 7
2 years but less than 3 years .......................................... 8
3 years but less than 4 years .......................................... 9
4 years but less than 5 years ......................................... 10
5 years or more ............................................................ 11

Ask if waiting to take up a job  
(*Wait=1 or JbAway =3*)

127. LkTimB  How long have you/has he/she been looking for paid work/an additional or replacement job?

Not yet started ................................................................. 1
Less than 1 month .......................................................... 2
1 month but less than 3 months ....................................... 3
3 months but less than 6 months ...................................... 4
6 months but less than 12 months ................................. 5
12 months but less than 18 months ............................... 6
18 months but less than 2 years ..................................... 7
2 years but less than 3 years .......................................... 8
3 years but less than 4 years .......................................... 9
4 years but less than 5 years ......................................... 10
5 years or more ............................................................ 11

PENSIONS
The whole section on pensions (apart from the last question) is only asked of those in paid work, (including those temporarily away from job or on a government scheme), but excluding unpaid family workers. 

\[(\text{Wrking} = 1 \text{ OR } \text{JbAway} = 1 \text{ OR } \text{Stat} = 1 \text{ or } 3) \text{ & } (\text{OwnBus} = 2 \text{ & } \text{RelBus} = 2)\]

The routing instructions above each question apply only to those who meet the above criteria.

If employee or on a government scheme
\[(\text{Stat} = 1 \text{ OR } \text{Stat} =3)\]

128. PenSchm
(Thinking now of your present job,) some people (will) receive a pension from their employer when they retire, as well as the state pension.

Does your present employer run an occupational pension scheme or superannuation scheme for any employees?

INCLUDE CONTRIBUTORY AND NON-CONTRIBUTORY SCHEMES
EXCLUDE EMPLOYER SPONSORED GROUP PERSONAL PENSION AND STAKEHOLDER PENSIONS

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if employer runs an occupational pension scheme
\[(\text{PenSchm} = 1)\]

129. Eligible
Are you eligible to belong to your employer’s occupational pension scheme?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if eligible for employer’s pension scheme
\[(\text{Eligible} = 1)\]

130. EmPenShm
Do you belong to your employer’s occupational pension scheme?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if did not know or refused to say whether the employer offered an occupational pension scheme, or whether they were eligible, or whether they belonged to one
\[(\text{PenSchm} \text{ OR } \text{Eligible} \text{ OR } \text{EmPenShm} = \text{DK / refusal})\]
131. PSchPoss

So do you think it’s possible that you belong to an occupational pension scheme run by your employer, or do you definitely not belong to one?

Possibly belongs........................................................................................................1
Definitely not...........................................................................................................2

**Ask if employee OR (under pensionable age and not self-employed) - this is to select those who may have answered don’t know, or refused to answer Stat**

\( \textit{Stat} = 1 \ OR \ (\textit{under pensionable age} \ & \ \textit{Stat} \neq 2) \)

132. PersPnt1

**INTERVIEWER - INTRODUCE IF NECESSARY.**

Now I would like to ask you about other types of pension arrangements (rather than employers’ occupational pension schemes).

133. PersPe

**SHOWCARD 16**

Do you at present have any of the pension arrangements shown on this card?

**CODE ALL THAT APPLY**

**INTERVIEWER: CODE 4 ALSO INCLUDES ARRANGEMENTS WHERE SPOUSE OR SOMEONE OTHER THAN EMPLOYER HAS SET UP THE STAKEHOLDER PENSION.**

A personal or private pension or retirement annuity.................................1
A Group Personal Pension (that is a collection of personal pensions arranged by an employer for a group of employees).................................2
A Stakeholder Pension arranged through your employer
(who may or may not contribute)........................................................................3
A Stakeholder Pension you arranged yourself.................................................4
None of these.......................................................................................................5
Don’t know..........................................................................................................6

**Ask if has a personal/private pension and if employee (not asked of proxies)**

\( \textit{Stat} = 1 \ AND \ \textit{PersPe} = 1 \)
134. PPECont  Does your employer contribute to your personal/private pension?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2

*Ask if has a personal/private pension and if employee OR (under pensionable age and not self-employed) (not asked of proxies)
   \( Stat = 1 \text{ OR } (under\text{ pensionable\ age \ AND \ Stat} \neq 2) \ AND \ PersPe = 1 \)

135. PPPCont  Do you currently make any contributions to your personal/private pension?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2

136. PPGov  Since the date of the last interview (DATE) has any money been paid into your personal/private pension by HM Revenue and Customs (formerly the Inland Revenue)?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2
Don’t know……………………………………………………………………………3

*Ask if has a Group Personal Pension and if employee (not asked of proxies)
   \( Stat = 1 \text{ AND } PersPe = 2 \)

137. GPECont  Does your employer contribute to your Group Personal Pension?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2

*Ask if has a Group Personal Pension and if employee OR (under pensionable age and not self-employed) (not asked of proxies)
   \( Stat = 1 \text{ OR } (under\text{ pensionable\ age \ AND \ Stat} \neq 2) \ AND \ PersPe = 2 \)
138. GPPCont  Do you currently make any contributions to your Group Personal Pension?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No..............................................................................................................2

139. GPGov  Since the date of the last interview (DATE) has any money been paid into your Group Personal Pension by the HM Revenue and Customs (formerly the Inland Revenue)?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No..............................................................................................................2
Don’t know..................................................................................................3

Ask if has a Stakeholder Pension arranged through employer and if employee (not asked of proxies)
(Stat = 1 AND PersPe = 3)

140. SEECont  Does your employer contribute to your Stakeholder Pension arranged through your employer?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No..............................................................................................................2

Ask if has a Stakeholder Pension arranged through employer and if employee OR (under pensionable age and not self-employed) (not asked of proxies)
(Stat = 1 OR (under pensionable age AND Stat ≠ 2) AND PersPe = 3)

141. SEPCont  Do you currently make any contributions to your Stakeholder Pension arranged through your employer?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No..............................................................................................................2

142. SEGov  Since the date of the last interview (DATE) has any money been paid into
Stakeholder Pension arranged through your employer by HM Revenue and Customs (formerly the Inland Revenue)?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2
Don’t know………………………………………………………………………….3

**Ask if has a Stakeholder Pension arranged by self and if employee (not asked of proxies)**

*(Stat = 1 AND PersPe = 4)*

143. SPECont Does your employer contribute to your Stakeholder Pension you arranged yourself?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2

**Ask if has a Stakeholder Pension arranged by self and if employee OR (under pensionable age and not self-employed) (not asked of proxies)**

*(Stat = 1 OR (under pensionable age AND Stat ≠ 2) AND PersPen = 4)*

144. SPPCont Do you currently make any contributions to your Stakeholder Pension you arranged yourself?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2

145. SPGov Since the date of the last interview (DATE) has any money been paid into your Stakeholder Pension you arranged yourself by HM Revenue & Customs (formerly the Inland Revenue)?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2
Don’t know………………………………………………………………………….3

**Ask if respondent currently makes contributions to Group Personal Pension (not asked of proxies)**

*(PPPCont = 1)*
146. PenAmnt  In total, how much do you currently contribute each month to your personal/private pension(s)?

IF HAVE MORE THAN ONE POLICY, SUM UP ALL POLICIES

0.00..99997.00

147. PenPer  What period does this cover?

one week..........................................................................................1
two weeks.........................................................................................2
three weeks.......................................................................................3
four weeks..........................................................................................4
calendar month..................................................................................5
two calendar months.........................................................................6
eight times a year................................................................................7
nine times a year..................................................................................8
ten times a year.....................................................................................9
three months/13 weeks.....................................................................10
six months/26 weeks.........................................................................11
one year/12 months/52 weeks.............................................................12
less than one week.............................................................................13
one off/lump sum..............................................................................14
none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <Ctrl> + <M>.........................15

Ask if self-employed
(Stat = 2)

148. PersPnt2  INTERVIEWER - INTRODUCE IF NECESSARY.
Now I would like to ask you about personal pension schemes.

149. SePrsPen  Self-employed people may arrange pensions for themselves and get tax relief on their contributions. These schemes include personal pensions, stakeholder pensions and 'self-employed pensions' (sometimes called 'Section 226 Retirement Annuities').

Do you at present contribute to one of these schemes?

Yes..................................................................................................1
No...................................................................................................2

Ask if contributes to one of the schemes and is not a proxy respondent
(SePrsPen =1 AND Persprox=1)
150. SePrsS  Which types of scheme are you contributing to – personal pension, stakeholder pension, or some other scheme?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Personal pension.................................................................1
Stakeholder pension...........................................................2
Other......................................................................................3

Ask if respondent is contributing to a personal pension or a stakeholder pension (SePrsS = 1 or 2)

151. SEPPPAmt  In total how much do you contribute each month to this pension scheme?

IF HAVE MORE THAN ONE POLICY, SUM UP ALL POLICIES

0.01..99999.00

152. SEPPPer  What period does this cover?

one week..................................................................................1
two weeks..............................................................................2
three weeks...........................................................................3
four weeks..............................................................................4
calendar month.......................................................................5
two calendar months.............................................................7
eight times a year...................................................................8
nine times a year....................................................................9
ten times a year.....................................................................10
three months/13 weeks........................................................13
six months/26 weeks.............................................................26
one year/12 months/52 weeks..................................................52
less than one week................................................................90
one off/lump sum...................................................................95
none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <Ctrl> + <M>.........................97

Ask if does not, or does not know if they contribute to one of the above schemes and is not a proxy respondent (SePrsPen = 2 or DK AND Persprox=1)
153. **SeEvPers** Have you ever contributed to one of these schemes?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

This question is asked of anyone under pensionable age who is not currently in paid work
(*Under pensionable age & Wrking ≠ 1 & JbAway ≠ 1 & Stat ≠ 3 & OwnBus ≠ 1 & RelBus ≠ 1*)

154. **NewShp** Since April 2001, anyone can take out a stakeholder or other personal pension.

Do you at present have one of these types of pension for yourself?

PROMPT AS NECESSARY

Yes, stakeholder.................................................................1
Yes, other personal pension.................................................................2
No.................................................................3

Ask if yes at NewShp and is not a proxy respondent
(*NewShp=1 OR 2 AND Persprox =1*)

155. **NewShpc** Have you or anyone else made any contributions to (this/either) pension in the last 12 months?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

Ask if yes at NewShpc
(*NewShpc = 1*)
156. **TotLst12**  
How much have you or anyone else contributed to your personal pension over the last 12 months?

*IF HAVE MORE THAN ONE POLICY, SUM UP ALL POLICIES*

0.01..99999.00

157. **PpenPer**  
What period does this cover?

- one week..............................................................................1
- two weeks...........................................................................2
- three weeks........................................................................3
- four weeks..........................................................................4
- calendar month....................................................................5
- two calendar months............................................................7
- eight times a year.................................................................8
- nine times a year..................................................................9
- ten times a year....................................................................10
- three months/13 weeks.........................................................13
- six months/26 weeks............................................................26
- one year/12 months/52 weeks................................................52
- less than one week...............................................................90
- one off/lump sum.................................................................95
- none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <Ctrl> + <M>......................97
Ask this section of adults 16 and above (it is not asked of proxies)

158. QualCh

I would now like to ask you about education and work-related training. Do you have any qualifications…

INDIVIDUAL PROMPT – CODE ALL THAT APPLY

from school, college or university……………………………………………………1
connected with work………………………………………………………………2
or from government schemes?…………………………………………………………3
No qualifications (Spontaneous only)..............................................................4
Don’t know (Spontaneous only).................................................................5

Ask if respondent has a qualification, or answers don’t know
(QualCh = 1, 2, 3 or 5)
Which qualifications do (you think) you have, starting with the highest qualifications?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY - PROMPT AS NECESSARY

Degree level qualification including foundation degrees, graduate membership of a professional institute or PGCE or higher..................1
Diploma in higher education.................................................................2
HNC/HND..............................................................................................3
ONC/OND.............................................................................................4
BTEC/ BEC/ TEC / EdExcel.................................................................5
SCOTVEC/ SCOTEC/ SCOTBEC (Scotland).........................................6
Teaching qualification (excluding PGCE)..............................................7
Nursing or other medical qualification not yet mentioned...................8
Other higher education qualification below degree level.....................9
A level / Vocational A-level or equivalent..........................................10
Highers (Scotland)..............................................................................11
NVQ/SVQ..............................................................................................12
GNVQ/GSVQ........................................................................................13
AS level /Vocational AS level or equivalent.......................................14
Advanced Highers or
Certificate of Sixth Year Studies (CSYS) (Scotland)............................15
Access to HE......................................................................................16
O level or equivalent...........................................................................17
Intermediate 2 NQs (Scotland)............................................................18
Intermediate 1 NQs (Scotland)............................................................19
Standard Grade or O Grade (Scotland)...............................................20
GCSE / Vocational GCSE.................................................................21
CSE.....................................................................................................22
National Qualifications (including SGA) (Scotland)............................23
RSA/ OCR............................................................................................24
City and Guilds..................................................................................25
YT Certificate/YTP...............................................................................26
Key Skills/ Basic Skills......................................................................27
Entry Level Qualifications..................................................................28
Any other professional/vocational qualifications/
foreign qualifications........................................................................29
Don’t know..........................................................................................30

Ask if has NVQ/SVQ

(Quals = 12 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)
160. NVQlev

What is your highest level of full NVQ/SVQ?

Level 1 .................................................................................................................. 1
Level 2 .................................................................................................................. 2
Level 3 .................................................................................................................. 3
Level 4 .................................................................................................................. 4
Level 5 .................................................................................................................. 5
Don’t know .......................................................................................................... 6

Ask if highest qualification is a degree level qualification
(Quals = 1 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

161. Degree

Is your degree…

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

a higher degree (including PGCE) .................................................................. 1
a first degree ................................................................................................... 2
a foundation degree ........................................................................................ 3
other (e.g. graduate member of a professional institute or chartered accountant) ................................................................. 4
Don’t know ...................................................................................................... 5

Ask if has a higher degree
(Degree = 1)

162. HighO

ASK OR RECORD

Was your higher degree…

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

a Doctorate ........................................................................................................ 1
a Masters .......................................................................................................... 2
a Postgraduate Certificate in Education .......................................................... 3
or some other postgraduate degree or professional qualification ............... 4
Don’t know ...................................................................................................... 5

Ask if highest qualification is a teaching qualification excluding PGCE
(Quals = 7 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)
163. Teach

Was your teaching qualification for...

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Further education
Key Stage 4
Key Stage 3
Key Stage 2
Key Stage 1
Foundation Stage
Don’t know

Ask if highest qualification is RSA/OCR
(Quals = 24 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

164. RSA

Is your highest RSA...

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

a higher diploma
an advanced diploma or advanced certificate
a diploma
or some other RSA (including Stage I, II & III)
Don’t Know

Ask if highest qualification is SCOTVEC
(Quals = 6 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

165. SCTVEC

Is your highest SCOTVEC qualification...

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

At a higher level (level 4)
At full National Certificate (level 3)
At a first diploma or general diploma (level 2)
At a first certificate or general certificate (below level 2)
Modules towards a National Certificate
Don’t know

Ask if highest qualification is BTEC, BEC, TEC or EdExcel
(Quals = 5 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

166. BTEC

Is your highest BTEC qualification...
CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

at higher level (level 4).................................................................1
at National Certificate or National Diploma level (level 3)..................2
a first diploma or general diploma (level 2).....................................3
a first certificate or general certificate (below level 2)..........................4
Don't know......................................................................................5

Ask if highest qualification is GNVQ\GSVQ
(Quals = 13 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

167. GNVQ Is your highest GNVQ/GSVQ at...

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES
A FULL QUALIFICATION = 6 UNITS
A PART QUALIFICATION = 3 UNITS

Advanced..........................................................................................1
Full Intermediate...............................................................................2
Part One Intermediate.....................................................................3
Full Foundation................................................................................4
Part One Foundation.......................................................................5
Don't know......................................................................................6

Ask if highest qualification is City and Guilds
(Quals = 25 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

168. CandG Is your highest City and Guilds qualification....

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

advanced craft/part 3.........................................................................1
craft/part 2......................................................................................2
foundation/part 1...........................................................................3
Don't know......................................................................................4

Ask if highest qualification is A levels / Vocational A-Levels
(Quals = 10 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

169. NumAL Do you have...
one A level or equivalent………………………………………………………………..1
or more than one……………………………………………………………………….2
Don't know…………………………………………………………………………....3

Ask if highest qualification is Scottish Highers
(Quals = 11 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

170. NumSCE Do you have…

1 or 2 Highers…………………………………………………………………………..1
3 or more Highers……………………………………………………………………...2
Don't know…………………………………………………………………………….3

Ask if highest qualification is AS levels / Vocational AS levels
(Quals = 14 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

171. NumAS Do you have…

one AS level……………………………………………………………………………...1
2 or 3 AS levels…………………………………………………………………………2
or 4 or more passes at this level……………………………………………………..3
Don't know………………………………………………………………………………4

Ask if highest qualification is GCSE or Standard Grade or O Grade or Intermediate 1 or Intermediate 2)
(Quals = 18, 19, 20 OR 21 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

172. GCSE Do you have any (GCSEs at grades A-C), (Standard Grades at 1-3 / O Grades
at (A-C), (Intermediate 2 at A-C and/or Intermediate 1 at A)?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………..1
No………………………………………………………………………………………2
Don't know……………………………………………………………………………...3

Ask if highest qualification is CSE
(Quals = 22 AND does NOT have a higher qualification)

173. CSE Do you have any CSEs at grade 1?
Yes………………………………………………………………………………..…1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2
Don’t know………………………………………………………………………….3

Ask if has O levels, Standard Grades 1-3, O Grades A-C, GCSEs at grade A-C, CSEs at grade 1, Intermediate 2 grade A-C or Intermediate 1 grade A  
(Quals = 17 or GCSE = 1 or CSE = 1)

174. NumOL ASK OR RECORD

You mentioned that you have passes at (GCSE at Grade A-C) (CSE Grade 1) (O level or equivalent) (Standard Grades at 1-3/O Grade at A-C) (Intermediate 2 at A-C) (Intermediate 1 at A). Do you have...

fewer than 5 passes……………………………………………………………….1
or 5 or more passes at this level…………………………………………………2
Don’t know………………………………………………………………………….3

175. EngMath Do you have any (GCSEs at grades A-C), (CSE Grade 1), (Standard Grades at 1-3/O Grades at A-C), (Intermediate 2 at A-C) or (Intermediate 1 at A) in English or Mathematics?

English………………………………………………………………………………1
Maths………………………………………………………………………………..2
Both………………………………………………………………………………….3
Neither………………………………………………………………………………4

Ask if respondent has any qualifications  
(QualCh = 1, 2 or 3)

176. AgeHQual How old were you when you achieved your highest qualification?

1..97
Ask all respondents

177. QulNow Are you currently working towards or studying towards any qualifications?

Yes………………………………………………………………………………….1
No…………………………………………………………………………………..2

Ask if respondent is currently working towards qualification  
(QulNow = 1)
178. QulWht

SHOWCARD 10

What qualification are you studying for?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY - PROMPT AS NECESSARY

Degree level qualification including foundation degrees, graduate membership of a professional institute or PGCE or higher .......................1
Diploma in higher education.................................................................2
HNC/HND.............................................................................................3
ONC/OND.............................................................................................4
BTEC/ BEC/ TEC / EdExcel.................................................................5
SCOTVEC/ SCOTEC/ SCOTBEC (Scotland)..............................................6
Teaching qualification (excluding PGCE)............................................7
Nursing or other medical qualification not yet mentioned.........................8
Other higher education qualification below degree level..........................9
A level / Vocational A-level or equivalent...........................................10
Highers (Scotland)..............................................................................11
NVQ/SVQ...........................................................................................12
GNVQ/GSVQ.....................................................................................13
AS level /Vocational AS level or equivalent.........................................14
Advanced Highers or Certificate of Sixth Year Studies (CSYS) (Scotland) 15
Access to HE.....................................................................................16
O level or equivalent............................................................................17
Intermediate 2 NQs (Scotland)............................................................18
Intermediate 1 NQs (Scotland)............................................................19
Standard Grade or O Grade (Scotland).................................................20
GCSE / Vocational GCSE.................................................................21
CSE.................................................................................................22
National Qualifications (including SGA) (Scotland)...............................23
RSA/ OCR.........................................................................................24
City and Guilds..................................................................................25
YT Certificate/YTP..............................................................................26
Key Skills/ Basic Skills.....................................................................27
Entry Level Qualifications..................................................................28
Any other professional/vocational qualifications/foreign qualifications......29
Don’t know......................................................................................30

Ask if studying for a degree
(QulWht = 1)
179. **DegNow**  Are you studying for...

- a higher degree (including PGCE)……………………………………………….1
- a first degree……………………………………………………………………….2
- a foundation degree…………………………………………………………….…3
- other (e.g. graduate member of a professional institute or chartered accountant)…………………………………………………………………………4
- Don't know………………………………………………………………………….5

**Ask if studying for a higher degree**

(*DegNow = 1*)

180. **HghNow**  Are you studying for...

- a Doctorate…………………………………………………………………………1
- a Masters…………………………………………………………………………...2
- a Postgraduate Certificate in Education…………………………………………3
- or some other postgraduate degree or professional qualification…………….4
- Don't know………………………………………………………………………….5

**Ask if studying for a BTEC/BEC/TEC**

(*QulWht = 5*)

181. **TECNow**  What level BTEC/BEC/TEC are you studying for?

- at higher level (level 4)........................................................................1
- at National Certificate or National Diploma level (level 3)......................2
- a first diploma or general diploma (level 2).........................................3
- a first certificate or general certificate (below level 2).............................4
- Don’t know.........................................................................................5

**Ask if studying for a SCOTVEC/SCOTEC/SCOTBEC**

(*QulWht = 6*)
182. SCNow Are you studying for a SCOTVEC/SCOTEC/SCOTBEC...

at higher level (level 4)........................................................................1
at full National Certificate (level 3).........................................................2
at a first diploma or general diploma (level 2)........................................3
at a first certificate or general certificate (below level 2).........................4
modules towards a National Certificate..................................................5
Don’t know.........................................................................................6

Ask if studying for an RSA
(QulWht = 24)

183. RSANow Are you studying for a RSA at...

higher diploma level...........................................................................1
advanced diploma or advanced certificate level....................................2
diploma level.....................................................................................3
or some other RSA (including Stage I,II & III)......................................4
Don’t know.....................................................................................5

Ask if studying for an NVQ/SVQ
(QulWht = 12)

184. NVQLe2 What is the highest level of NVQ/SVQ you are working towards?

Level 1.............................................................................................1
Level 2.............................................................................................2
Level 3.............................................................................................3
Level 4.............................................................................................4
Level 5.............................................................................................5
Don’t know.....................................................................................6

Ask if answered other or don’t know at quals
(Quals = 29, 30)
185. **Appren**

Are you doing, or have you completed, a recognised trade apprenticeship?

INCLUDE ADVANCED AND FOUNDATION MODERN APPRENTICESHIPS (AMA/FMA) AND ‘TRADE’ APPRENTICESHIPS

Yes, (completed) ................................................................. 1
Yes, (still doing) ................................................................. 2
Yes, has completed one apprenticeship and is now doing a further one …… 3
No ......................................................................................... 4

**Ask all adults 16 and over (not asked of proxy respondents)**

186. **Enroll**

Are you at present (at school or at a FE/ sixth form college) enrolled on any full-time or part-time education course excluding leisure classes? (Include correspondence courses and open learning as well as other forms of full-time or part-time education course.)

Yes ......................................................................................... 1
No ......................................................................................... 2

**Ask if enrolled on an education course**

*Enroll = 1*

187. **Attend**

And are you ...

RUNNING PROMPT

Still attending ........................................................................ 1
Waiting for term to (re)start ...................................................... 2
Or have you stopped going ...................................................... 3

**Ask if respondent is still attending school or college, or waiting for term to [re]start**

*Attend = 1 or 2*
188. Course
Are you (at school or at a FE/ sixth form college), on a full or part-time course, a medical or nursing course, a sandwich course, or some other kind of course?

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

(School/full-time)/(CODE NOT APPLICABLE – AGED 20+) ......................... 1
(School/part-time)/(CODE NOT APPLICABLE – AGED 20+) ....................... 2
Sandwich course ...................................................................................... 3
Studying at a university or college including FE/ Sixth Form College
FULL-TIME .................................................................................................. 4
Training for a qualification in nursing, physiotherapy, or a similar
medical subject ........................................................................................... 5
On a part-time course at university or college
INCLUDING day release and block release .............................................. 6
On an Open College Course ........................................................................ 7
On an Open University Course ................................................................. 8
Any other correspondence course ............................................................. 9
Any other self/open learning course .......................................................... 10

Ask if respondent has stopped attending school or college, AND is
NOT under the age of 20
(Attend = 3 & Age > 19)

189. Course20
Are you (at school or at a FE/ Sixth Form College), on a full or part-time course, a medical or nursing course, a sandwich course, or some other kind of course?

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

Sandwich course ...................................................................................... 3
Studying at a university or college including FE/ Sixth Form College
FULL-TIME .................................................................................................. 4
Training for a qualification in nursing, physiotherapy, or a similar
medical subject ........................................................................................... 5
On a part-time course at university or college
INCLUDING day release and block release .............................................. 6
On an Open College Course ........................................................................ 7
On an Open University Course ................................................................. 8
Any other correspondence course ............................................................. 9
Any other self/open learning course .......................................................... 10

Ask all adults 16 and over (not asked of proxy respondents)
190. EdAge  
How old were you when you finished your continuous full-time education?

CODE AS 97 IF NO EDUCATION;
CODE AS 96 IF STILL IN EDUCATION

1..97

ADULT HEALTH
Ask this section of all adults (1GenHlth) to 14 (ReasDen) and NHSDir and NHSDuse are not asked of proxy respondents

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

191. QHealth1 How is your/his/her health in general; would you say it was...

RUNNING PROMPT

Very good.................................................................1
Good.......................................................................2
Fair.........................................................................3
Bad.......................................................................4
Or very bad............................................................5

192. LSlll (And) do you/does (..) have any long-standing illness, disability or infirmity by long-standing I mean anything that has troubled you/him/her over a period of time or that is likely to affect you/him/her over a period of time?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

Ask if LSlll=1

193. IllLim Does this illness or disability (Do any of these illnesses or disabilities) limit your/his/her activities in any way?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

Ask if has a long-standing illness
(LSlll = 1)

194. LMatter Earlier you said you had a longstanding illness....

What is the matter with you?

THIS IS TO ENSURE THAT THE RESPONDENT MENTIONS ALL THEIR LONGSTANDING ILLNESSES. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO RECORD VERBATIM – A SUMMARY WILL DO.

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 100 CHARACTERS

195. LMatNum HOW MANY LONGSTANDING ILLNESSES OR INFIRMITIES DOES RESPONDENT HAVE?
ENTER NUMBER OF LONGSTANDING COMPLAINTS MENTIONED
IF MORE THAN 6 - TAKE THE SIX THAT THE RESPONDENT
CONSIDERS THE MOST IMPORTANT

1..6

For each illness

196. LMat
WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH RESPONDENT?
ENTER THE (FIRST/SECOND/etc.) CONDITION/SYMPTOM
RESPONDENT MENTIONED
ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 55 CHARACTERS

197. ICD
CODE FOR (FIRST/SECOND/etc.) COMPLAINT AT LMAT
ENTER SPACE BAR TO SEE CODES
IF CODE NOT FOUND, CHANGE ILLNESS DESCRIPTION AT
BOTTOM OF LOOKUP WINDOW TO 'NONE' AND SELECT
CODE FOR 'NONE OF THESE'
PRESS ENTER TO SELECT CODE AND ENTER AGAIN TO CONTINUE
ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 2 CHARACTERS

Ask if has a long-standing illness
(LSIII = 1)

198. LimitAct
Does this illness or disability (Do any of these illnesses or
disabilities) limit your activities in any way?
Yes....................................................................................1
No....................................................................................2

Ask if activities are limited
(LimitAct = 1)
199. LimitL6  Would you say your activities are limited or strongly limited?

Limited ......................................................................................................................1
Strongly limited .....................................................................................................2

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

200. CutDown  Now I'd like you to think about the 2 weeks ending yesterday. During those 2 weeks, did you have to cut down on any of the things you usually do (about the house/at work or in your free time) because of illness or injury?

Yes..........................................................................................................................1
No............................................................................................................................2

Ask if had to cut down on normal activities because of illness or injury
(CutDown = 1)

201. NDysCutD  How many days was this in all during these 2 weeks, including Saturdays and Sundays?

1..14

202. Cmatter  What was the matter with you?

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

203. MedRec  Was there any time since the date of the last interview (date) when, in your opinion, you personally needed a medical examination or treatment for a health problem but you did not receive it?

Yes, there was at least one occasion but did not receive.........................1
No, there was no occasion.....................................................................................2

Ask if answered yes to MedRec
(MedRec = 1)
204. ReasMed

What was the main reason for not receiving the examination or treatment or (the most recent time)?

DO NOT PROMPT
IF RESPONDENT SAYS CANNOT AFFORD PRESCRIPTION, USE CODE 1

Could not afford to (too expensive).........................................................1
Waiting list..........................................................................................2
Could not take time because of work, care for children or for others.........3
Too far to travel/no means of transportation.........................................4
Fear of doctor/hospitals/examination/ treatment..................................5
Wanted to wait and see if problem got better on its own......................6
Didn't know any good doctor or specialist............................................7
Other reasons......................................................................................8

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

205. DenRec

Was there any time since the date of the last interview (date) when, in your opinion, you personally needed a dental examination or treatment but you did not receive it?

Yes, there was at least one occasion but did not receive........................1
No, there was no occasion....................................................................2

Ask if answered yes to DenRec
(DenRec = 1)

206. ReasDen

What was the main reason for not receiving the dental examination or treatment (the most recent time)?

SPONTANEOUS

Could not afford to (too expensive).........................................................1
Waiting list..........................................................................................2
Could not take time because of work, care for children or for others.......3
Too far to travel/no means of transportation.........................................4
Fear of dentists/hospitals/examination/ treatment...............................5
Wanted to wait and see if problem got better on its own......................6
Didn't know any good dentist...............................................................7
Can't find NHS dentist willing to take me on as a patient.................8

Other reasons......................................................................................9

Ask if answered yes to DenRec
(DenRec = 1)
207. **ReasDen**  What was the main reason for not receiving the dental examination or treatment (the most recent time)?

SPONTANEOUS

Could not afford to (too expensive) ............................................. 1
Waiting list .................................................................................... 2
Could not take time because of work, care for children or for others ...... 3
Too far to travel/no means of transportation .................................... 4
Fear of dentists/hospitals/examination/treatment ............................... 5
Wanted to wait and see if problem got better on its own .................... 6
Didn't know any good dentist ........................................................ 7
Can't find NHS dentist willing to take me on as a patient .................. 8
Other reasons .................................................................................. 9

If respondent can’t find NHS dentist

(ReasDen=8)

208. **ReasNHS**  May I just check, could you afford to go to a private dentist instead?

Yes .................................................................................................. 1
No ..................................................................................................... 2

Ask all adults

209. **DocTalk**  During the 2 weeks ending yesterday, apart from any visit to a hospital, did you talk to a doctor for any reason at all, either in person or by telephone?

EXCLUDE: CONSULTATIONS MADE ON BEHALF OF CHILDREN UNDER 16 AND PERSONS OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD.

Yes .................................................................................................. 1
No ..................................................................................................... 2

Ask if contact with doctor during the last 2 weeks

(DocTalk = 1)
210. NChats

How many times did you talk to a doctor in these 2 weeks?

1..9

For each consultation

211. WhsBhlf

On whose behalf was this consultation made?

Respondent........................................................................................................1
Other member of household 16 or over..........................................................2

Ask if consultation was on the behalf of another member of the household
(WhsBhlf = 2)

212. ForPerNo

CODE WHO CONSULTATION WAS MADE FOR

(PERSON NUMBER)

1..16

For each consultation

213. NHS

Was this consultation...

Under the National Health Service.................................................................1
or paid for privately.........................................................................................2

214. GP

Was the doctor...

RUNNING PROMPT

A GP (ie a family doctor)................................................................................1
or some other kind of doctor.........................................................................2

215. DocWhere

Did you talk to the doctor...
RUNNING PROMPT

By telephone……………………………………………………………………….1
at your home……………………………………………………………………….2
in the doctor's surgery………………………………………………………….3
at a health centre……………………………………………………………….4
or elsewhere……………………………………………………………………….5

216. Presc Did the doctor give (send) you a prescription?

Yes.................................................................................................1
No.................................................................................................2

Ask all adults

217. SeeChn During the last 2 weeks ending yesterday, did you see a practice nurse at the GP surgery on your own behalf?

Yes.................................................................................................1
No.................................................................................................2

Ask if the respondent saw a nurse
(SeeChn = 1)

218. NNurse How many times did you see a practice nurse at the GP surgery in these 2 weeks?

RECORD NUMBER OF TIMES

1..9

Ask all adults
219. OutPatnt  During the months of (LAST 3 COMPLETE CALENDAR MONTHS) did you attend as a patient at the casualty or outpatient department of a hospital (apart from straightforward ante- or post-natal visits)?

INCLUDE - VISITS TO PRIVATE HOSPITALS AND PRIVATE CLINICS, MINOR INJURIES UNITS AND WALK-IN CENTRES

EXCLUDE - DOCTORS SEEN ABROAD UNLESS FORCES DOCTORS - DAY PATIENTS (THEY ARE COVERED BY DAYPATNT)

Yes...........................................................................................................1
No...........................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent attended outpatients  
(OutPatnt = 1)

220. NTimes1  How many times did you attend in (EARLIEST MONTH IN REFERENCE PERIOD)?

0..97

221. NTimes2  How many times did you attend in (SECOND MONTH IN REFERENCE PERIOD)?

0..97

222. NTimes3  How many times did you attend in (THIRD MONTH IN REFERENCE PERIOD)?

0..97

223. Casualty  Was this visit (were any of these visits) to the Casualty department or was it (were they all) to some other part of the hospital?

At least one visit to Casualty................................................................................1
No Casualty visits...............................................................................................2

Ask if respondent visited casualty  
(Casualty = 1)
224.  NCasVis  (May I just check) How many times did you go to Casualty altogether?

1..31

Ask if respondent attended outpatients  
\((\text{OutPatnt} = 1)\)

225.  PrVists  Was your outpatient visit (were any of your outpatient visits) during 
\((\text{REFERENCE PERIOD})\) made under the NHS, or was it (were 
any of them) paid for privately?

All under NHS..................................................................................1
At least one paid for privately.............................................................2

Ask if some private visits  
\((\text{PrVists} = 2)\)

226.  NPrVists  ASK OR RECORD

(May I just check), How many of the visits were paid for privately?

1..31

Ask all adults

227.  DayPatnt  Since the date of the last interview (date), have you been in hospital for 
treatment as a day patient, i.e. admitted to a hospital bed or day ward, but 
not required to remain overnight?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

Ask if has been a day patient AND is a women aged between 16-49  
\((\text{DayPatnt} = 1 \ & \ \text{Sex} = 2 \ & \ \text{DVAge} = 16-49)\)
228. MatDPat  May I just check, was that/were any of those day patient admissions for you to have a baby?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No...............................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent was a day patient because she was having a baby
(MatDPat = Yes)

229. NumMatDP  How many separate days have you had as a day patient for having a baby since (DATE ONE YEAR AGO)?

97 DAYS OR MORE - CODE 97

1..97

230. PrMatDP  Was this day-patient stay (were any of these day-patient stays) for having a baby under the NHS, or was it (were any of them) paid for privately?

All under NHS..............................................................................................1
At least one paid for privately.......................................................................2

Ask if day patient stay for having a baby was paid for privately AND respondent was in hospital for more than one day
(PrMatDP = 2  &  NumMatDP > 1)

231. NPrMatDP  ASK OR RECORD

How many of the visits were paid for privately?

1..31

Ask if the respondent was a day patient
(DayPatnt = 1)
232. NHSPDays  (Apart from those maternity stays) how many separate days in hospital have you had as a day patient since (DATE ONE YEAR AGO)?

97 DAYS OR MORE - CODE 97

0..97
Ask if had one or more days in hospital (NHSPDays > 0)

233. PrDptnt  Was this day-patient treatment (were any of these day-patient treatments) under the NHS, or was it (were any of them) paid for privately?

All under NHS……………………………………………………………………..1
At least one paid for privately…………………………………………………2

Ask if day patient stay was paid for privately AND they were in hospital for more than one day (PrDptnt = 2 & NHSPDays > 1)

234. NPrDpTnt  ASK OR RECORD

How many of the visits were paid for privately?

1..31

Ask all adults

235. InPatnt  Since the date of the last interview (date), have you been in hospital as an inpatient, overnight or longer?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………..1
No………………………………………………………………………………………..2

Ask if respondent has been an inpatient AND she is a women aged 16-49 (InPatnt = 1 & Sex = 2 & DVAge = 16-49)
236. MatInPat  May I just check, was that/were any of those inpatient admissions for you
to have a baby?

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No...................................................................................................................2

*Ask if inpatient admission was to have a baby*  
*($MatInPat = 1$)*

237. NMtStay  How many separate stays in hospital as an inpatient in order to have a
baby have you had since (DATE 1 YEAR AGO)?

1.6

*Ask for each maternity stay*

238. MtNights  How many nights altogether were you in hospital on your (no.) stay
to have a baby?

1.97

239. MatNHSTr  Were you treated under the NHS or were you a private patient on that
classification?

NHS..................................................................................................................1
Private Patient...................................................................................................2

*If private patient*  
*($MatNHSTr = 2$)*

240. MtPrvSty  Were you treated in an NHS hospital or in a private one?

NHS hospital..................................................................................................1
Private hospital...............................................................................................2

*Ask if respondent has been an inpatient*  
*($InPatnt = 1$)*
241. NStays  (Apart from those maternity stays) how many separate stays in hospital as an inpatient have you had since (DATE 1 YEAR AGO)?

0..6

Ask for each stay

242. Nights  How many nights altogether were you in hospital on our first/second/...sixth) stay?

1..97

243. NHSTreat  Were you treated under the NHS or were you a private patient on that occasion?

NHS...........................................................................................................1
Private Patient...........................................................................................2

Ask if a private patient  
(NHSTreat = 2)

244. PrvStay  Were you treated in an NHS hospital or in a private one?

NHS hospital...............................................................................................1
Private hospital............................................................................................2

Ask all adults (except proxy respondents)

245. NHSDir  Have you ever heard of NHS Direct?  (In Scotland - NHS24)

Yes.............................................................................................................1
No...............................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent has heard of NHS Direct/ NHS24  
(NHSDir = 1)

246. NHSDuse  During the last year, that is, since (DATE ONE YEAR AGO), have you used NHS Direct?  (In Scotland - NHS24)

Yes.............................................................................................................1
No...............................................................................................................2

CHILD HEALTH
Ask each child under 16 in household (not asked of proxy respondents)

247. AskHlth THE NEXT SECTION IS ABOUT CHILD HEALTH. WE ONLY NEED TO COLLECT THIS INFORMATION ONCE FOR EACH CHILD IN THE HOUSEHOLD. WHO WILL ANSWER THE CHILD HEALTH SECTION FOR (CHILD’S NAME)?

INTERVIEWER ENTER PERSON NUMBER.

1..14

248. AskNowCH INTERVIEWER: DO YOU WANT TO ASK THIS SECTION FOR (CHILD’S NAME) NOW OR LATER?

IF YOU HAVE ALREADY ASKED THIS SECTION FOR (CHILD’S NAME), DO NOT CHANGE FROM CODE 1.

Yes, now/Already asked.................................................................................................1
Later.................................................................................................................................2

If the section is to be asked later
(AskNowCH = 2)

249. CSstill REMINDER THE FOLLOWING ADULTS STILL NEED TO ANSWER THE CHILD HEALTH SECTION ON BEHALF OF SOME OF THE CHILDREN.

If the section is to be asked now
(AskNowCH = 1)

For each child

250. Genhlth2 How is (NAME) health in general? Would you say it was…

Very good.......................................................................................................................1
Good...............................................................................................................................2
Fair.................................................................................................................................3
Bad.................................................................................................................................4
Very bad......................................................................................................................5

251. Illness Does (NAME) have any long-standing illness, disability or infirmity? By
long-standing, I mean anything that has troubled them over a period of time or that is likely to affect them over a period of time?

Yes..................................................................................................................1
No....................................................................................................................2

Ask if child has a longstanding illness, disability or infirmity
(*Illness* =1)

252. L Matter

What is the matter with (NAME)?

THIS IS TO ENSURE THAT THE RESPONDENT MENTIONS ALL LONGSTANDING ILLNESSES. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO RECORD VERBATIM HERE - A SUMMARY WILL DO.

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

253. L Mat Num

HOW MANY LONGSTANDING ILLNESSES OR INFIRMITIES DOES (NAME) HAVE?

ENTER NUMBER OF LONGSTANDING COMPLAINTS MENTIONED IF MORE THAN 6 - TAKE THE SIX THAT THE RESPONDENT CONSIDERS THE MOST IMPORTANT.

1..6

For each illness mentioned at LMatNum

254. L Mat CH

WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH (NAME)?

ENTER THE (FIRST/SECOND/etc.) CONDITION/SYMPOTOM RESPONDENT MENTIONED

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 40 CHARACTERS

255. I CD CH

CODE FOR EACH COMPLAINT AT LMatCH
If child has a longstanding illness, disability or infirmity
(Illness =1)

256. LimitAct  Does this illness or disability (Do any of these illnesses or
disabilities) limit (NAME)'s activities in any way?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if child's activities are limited by an illness/disability
(LimitAct = 1)

257. LimitL6C  Would you say their activities are limited or strongly limited?

Limited…………………………………………………………………………………………1
Strongly limited……………………………………………………………………………2

For each child

258. CutDown  Now I'd like you to think about the 2 weeks ending yesterday. During
those 2 weeks, did (NAME) have to cut down on any of the
things he/she usually does (at school or in his/her free time) because of
(answer at LMatter or some other) illness or injury?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if child has had to cut down
(CutDown = 1)

259. NDysCutD  How many days did (NAME) have to cut down in all during these
2 weeks, including Saturdays and Sundays?

1..14

260. Matter  What was the matter with (NAME)?
For each child

261. DocTalk During the 2 weeks ending yesterday, apart from visits to a hospital, did (NAME) talk to a doctor for any reason at all, or did you or any other member of the household talk to a doctor on his/her behalf?

Include being seen by a doctor at a school clinic, but exclude visits to a child welfare clinic run by a local authority.

INCLUDE TELEPHONE CONSULTATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS MADE ON BEHALF OF CHILDREN.

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………2

If child consulted a doctor
(DocTalk = 1)

262. NChats How many times did (NAME) talk to the doctor (or you or any other member of the household consult the doctor on NAME behalf) in those 2 weeks?

1..9

For each consultation

263. NHS Was this consultation...

RUNNING PROMPT

Under the National Health Service………………………………………………….1
or paid for privately……………………………………………………….2

264. GP Was the doctor...

RUNNING PROMPT

A GP (i.e. a family doctor)……………………………………………………………..1
or some other kind of doctor………………………………………………………2

265. DocWhere Did you or any other member of the household (or NAME) talk to the doctor...
RUNNING PROMPT

By telephone...........................................................................1
at your home........................................................................2
in the doctor’s surgery.............................................................3
at a health centre..................................................................4
or elsewhere..........................................................................5

266. Presc  Did the doctor give (send) (NAME) a prescription?

Yes....................................................................................1
No.....................................................................................2

For each child

267. Seenurse  During the last 2 weeks ending yesterday did (NAME)...

INDIVIDUAL PROMPT - CODE ALL THAT APPLY

see a practice nurse at the GP surgery.................................1
see a health visitor at the GP surgery.................................2
go to child health clinic......................................................3
go to child welfare clinic...................................................4
or did they not go to any of these....................................5

Ask if child saw a practice nurse
(Seenurse = 1)

268. Nnurse  How many times did (NAME) see a practice nurse at the GP surgery in these two weeks?

RECORD NUMBER OF TIMES

1..9

For each child
269. OutPatnt

During the months of (LAST 3 COMPLETE CALENDAR MONTHS), did (NAME) attend as a patient the casualty or outpatient department of a hospital?

INCLUDE MINOR INJURIES UNITS AND WALK-IN CENTRES

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………………………….1
No…………………………………………………………………………………………………….2

Ask if child has been an outpatient
(OutPatnt = 1)

270. NTimes1

How many times did (NAME) attend in (EARLIEST MONTH IN REFERENCE PERIOD)?

0..97

271. NTimes2

How many times did (NAME) attend in (SECOND MONTH IN REFERENCE PERIOD)?

0..97

272. NTimes3

How many times did (NAME) attend in (THIRD MONTH IN REFERENCE PERIOD)?

0..97

273. Casualty

Was the visit (were any of the visits) to the Casualty department or was it (were they) to some other part of the hospital?

At least one visit to Casualty……………………………………………………………………………….1
No Casualty visits…………………………………………………………………………………………….2

Ask if child went to casualty
(Casualty = 1)

274. NCasVis (May I just check) How many times did (NAME) go to Casualty altogether?

1..31

For each child

275. DayPatnt Since the date of the last interview, that is since (DATE 1 YEAR AGO) has (NAME) been in hospital for treatment as a day patient, i.e. admitted to a hospital bed or day ward, but not required to remain in hospital overnight?

Yes..........................................................................................................................1
No...............................................................................................................................2

Ask if child has been a day patient (DayPatnt = 1)

276. NHSPDays How many separate days in hospital has (NAME) had as a day patient since (DATE 1 YEAR AGO)?

1..97

For each child

277. InPatnt During the last year, that is, since (DATE 1 YEAR AGO) has (NAME) been in hospital as an inpatient, overnight or longer?

EXCLUDE: Births unless baby stayed in hospital after mother had left.

Yes..........................................................................................................................1
No...............................................................................................................................2

Ask if child has been an inpatient
(InPatnt = 1)

278. NStays  How many separate stays in hospital as an inpatient has (NAME) had since (DATE 1 YEAR AGO)?

IF 6 OR MORE, CODE 6

1..6

For each stay

279. Nights  How many nights altogether was (NAME) in hospital during stay number (...)?

1..97
Ask this section for each child aged 0 - 12 years inclusive

280. AskCare

The next section is about your childcare needs. We are interested in where your child is when neither you (nor your partner) are present, for example, at school, in a crèche, or at some other day care. We are also interested in a typical term time week, that is, a week of 7 days, and which is outside school (and parents’) holidays.

Who will answer the childcare section for (NAME)?

ENTER PERSON NUMBER

IF NO TYPICAL WEEK - PICK THE MOST RECENT WEEK WITHOUT HOLIDAYS.
WE ONLY NEED TO COLLECT THIS INFORMATION ONCE FOR EACH CHILD AGED 12 YEARS OR LESS IN THE HOUSEHOLD.

1..14

281. ChAtt

SHOWCARD 18

At any time during a typical term time week did (NAME) attend any of the following?

- Play group or pre-school.................................................................1
- Day-care centre or workplace crèche...........................................2
- Nursery school.............................................................................3
- School (infant to secondary).........................................................4
- Breakfast/After school club..........................................................5
- Children’s centres/integrated centres/combined centres..............6
- Boarding school.........................................................................7
- None of these...........................................................................8

Ask if child attended playgroup/pre-school or nursery school
(ChAtt=1 or 3)
282. WkKind

How many hours during a typical term time week did (NAME) spend in the playgroup, pre-school or nursery school?

INCLUDE:
- ‘NORMAL’ SCHOOL HOURS (I.E. EDUCATIONAL HOURS) AND MEAL-TIMES
EXCLUDE:
- BEFORE/AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS
- TRAVEL TIME ON SCHOOL TRANSPORT

0..99

Ask if child attended school
(ChAtt= 4)

283. WkSchl

How many hours during that typical week did (NAME) spend in school?

INCLUDE:
- ‘NORMAL’ SCHOOL HOURS (I.E. EDUCATIONAL HOURS) AND MEAL-TIMES
EXCLUDE:
- BEFORE/AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS
- TRAVEL TIME ON SCHOOL TRANSPORT

0..99

Ask if child attended a breakfast or after school club or at an organised children’s centre, integrated centre or combined centre
(ChAtt= 5 or 6)

284. WkBA

How many hours during a typical term time week did (NAME) spend in a Breakfast or After school club or at an organised children’s centre, integrated centre or combined centre?

INCLUDE:
- BREAKFAST/AFTERSCHOOL CLUBS
- OUTSIDE SCHOOL HOURS
- AT AN ORGANISED CENTRE
EXCLUDE:
- SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE SCHOOL HOURS (E.G. MUSIC LESSONS, SPORTS CLUB). NB THESE ARE NOT USED AS A CHILDCARE SERVICE BUT RATHER FOR CHILD LEISURE.

0..99

Ask if child attended a day-care centre or workplace crèche
(ChAtt= 2)
285. WkDcare

How many hours during a typical term time week did (NAME) spend in a day-care centre, crèche, family day care (even if for just a few hours)?

- INCLUDES DURING SCHOOL HOURS
- AT AN ORGANISED CENTRE
- IT IS ORGANISED, IN THAT THE CARER WILL BE EMPLOYED BY AN ORGANISATION
- TYPICALLY IN A CENTRE, THOUGH FAMILY DAY CARE USES APPROVED CARERS IN THEIR OWN HOMES
INCLUDE SPECIAL DAYCARE FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
EXCLUDE SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

0..99

Ask for each child

286. ChPeo

SHOWCARD 19

And during that typical term time week did any of the people listed on this card normally look after (NAME), excluding care for social occasions? (Other than resident parent(s)/guardian(s) and staff contact whilst at places previously mentioned)

NANNY REFERS TO AN EMPLOYED NANNY (DOMESTIC HELP TO LOOK AFTER CHILDREN)

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Child’s grandparents...............................................................1
Child’s non-resident parent/an ex-spouse/an ex-partner................2
Child’s brother or sister.........................................................3
Other relatives........................................................................4
Au Pair/Nanny (includes live-in and day nannies).........................5
Friends or neighbours............................................................6
Childminder...........................................................................7
Other non-relatives...............................................................8
None of the above...................................................................9

Ask if child was looked after by anyone other than resident parent(s)/guardian(s) and staff contact whilst at places previously mentioned
287. WkPc: Thinking of these people, how many hours of PAID CARE did they provide for (NAME) during that typical term time week?

- CARER IS PAID DIRECTLY BY PARENT
- AT HOME OR CHILDMINDER’S HOME

0..99

288. WkUPc: And how many hours of UNPAID CARE did they provide for (NAME) during that typical term time week?

0..99
Ask this section of all adults, except proxy respondents

Ask if respondent is 18+ and stated they smoked nowadays 
(CigNow=1)

289. SmkIntro The next section consists of a series of questions about SMOKING (Not asked of proxy respondents)

Ask all 16 and 17 year olds  
(DVAge = 16-17)

290. SelfCom1 RESPONDENT IS AGED 16 OR 17 - OFFER SELF-COMPLETION FORM AND ENTER CODE.

Respondent accepted self-completion.............................................1
Respondent refused self-completion..............................................2
Data now to be keyed by interviewer............................................3

Ask if respondent is 18+  
(DVAge > 17)

291. SmokEver (And) have you/has (..) ever smoked a cigarette, a cigar, or a pipe?

Yes.................................................................1
No...........................................................................2

Ask if respondent has ever smoked  
(SmokEver=1)

292. CigNow And do you/does he/she smoke cigarettes at all nowadays

Yes.................................................................1
No...........................................................................2

Ask if respondent smokes cigarettes now  
(CigNow = 1 or CigNow2 = 1)
293. QtyWkEnd  
About how many cigarettes A DAY do you usually smoke at weekends?  
IF LESS THAN 1, ENTER 0.  

0..97

294. QtyWkDay  
About how many cigarettes A DAY do you usually smoke on weekdays?  
IF LESS THAN 1, ENTER 0.  

0..97

295. CigType  
Do you mainly smoke.....  
RUNNING PROMPT
filter-tipped cigarettes.................................................................................1  
or plain or untipped cigarettes.......................................................................2  
or hand-rolled cigarettes..................................................................................3

Ask if cigarette types include plain or filter cigarettes  
(CigType = 1 or 2)

296. CigIDesc  
Which brand of cigarette do you usually smoke?  
GIVE 1) FULL BRAND NAME 2) SIZE, e.g. King, luxury, regular.  
IF NO REGULAR BRAND THEN TYPE 'no reg.' HERE.  
IF RESPONDENT SMOKES TWO BRANDS EQUALLY TYPE 'two' IN LETTERS HERE.  
IF POSSIBLE PLEASE CHECK THE CIGARETTE PACKET  
ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 60 CHARACTERS

297. CigCODE  
Code for brand at CigIDesc  
ENTER SPACE BAR TO SEE CODES
PLEASE DO NOT SELECT FIRST EXAMPLE OF NAMED BRAND, BUT
CHECK YOU HAVE CHOSEN THE CORRECT ONE.

IF BRAND NOT FOUND, CHANGE CIGARETTE BRAND DESCRIPTION
AT BOTTOM OF LOOKUP WINDOW TO 'nf' AND SELECT CODE FOR
'BRAND NOT FOUND'. PRESS ENTER TO SELECT CODE AND ENTER
AGAIN TO CONTINUE.

298. CigPack INTERVIEWER – CODE WHETHER THE RESPONDENT’S
CIGARETTE PACKET WAS CHECKED

Cigarette packet checked by respondent/ interviewer ......................1
Cigarette packet not checked ......................................................2

Ask if respondent smokes cigarettes now
(CigNow = 1 or CigNow2 = 1)

299. NoSmoke How easy or difficult would you find it to go without smoking for a
whole day? Would you find it...

RUNNING PROMPT

Very easy .................................................................1
Fairly easy ..............................................................2
Fairly difficult or .........................................................3
Very difficult .........................................................4

300. GiveUp Would you like to give up smoking altogether?

Yes .................................................................1
No .................................................................2
Don’t know ..........................................................3

301. FirstCig How soon after waking do you USUALLY smoke your first cigarette of the
day?
PROMPT AS NECESSARY

Less than 5 minutes.................................................................1
5-14 minutes........................................................................2
15-29 minutes.....................................................................3
30 minutes but less than 1 hour.........................................4
1 hour but less than 2 hours................................................5
2 hours or more.................................................................6

Ask if respondent does not smoke cigarettes now but has smoked a cigarette or cigar or pipe (SmokEver or SmokEver2 = 1  &  CigNow or CigNow2 = 2)

302. CigEver Have you ever smoked cigarettes regularly?
Yes.......................................................................................1
No.......................................................................................2

Ask if respondent has ever smoked cigarettes regularly (CigEver = 1)

303. CigUsed About how many cigarettes did you smoke IN A DAY when you smoked them regularly?

IF LESS THAN 1, ENTER 0.

0..97

304. CigStop How long ago did you stop smoking cigarettes regularly?

PROMPT AS NECESSARY

Less than 6 months ago.................................................................1
6 months but less than a year ago.............................................2
1 year but less than 2 years ago.................................................3
2 years but less than 5 years ago.................................................4
5 years but less than 10 years ago..............................................5
10 years or more ago............................................................6

Ask of all respondents who have ever smoked cigarettes (CigNow or CigNow2 = 1  or  CigEver = 1)
305. CigAge  How old were you when you started to smoke cigarettes regularly?

SPONTANEOUS: NEVER SMOKED CIGARETTES REGULARLY - CODE 0

0..97

Ask respondents who have ever smoked
(SmokEver = 1 or SmokEver2 = 1)

306. CigarReg  Do you smoke at least one cigar of any kind per month nowadays?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No..............................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent smokes at least one cigar per month
(CigarReg = 1)

307. CigarsWk  About how many cigars do you usually smoke in a week?

IF LESS THAN 1, ENTER 0.

0..97

Ask if respondent does not smoke at least one cigar per month
(CigarReg = 2)

308. CigarEvr  Have you ever regularly smoked at least one cigar of any kind per month?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No..............................................................................................................2

Ask men who have ever smoked
(SmokEver = 1 AND Sex = 1)

309. PipeNow  Do you smoke a pipe at all nowadays?

Yes..............................................................................................................1
No..............................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent doesn't currently smoke a pipe
(PipeNow = 2)
310. PipEver Have you ever smoked a pipe regularly?

Yes........................................................................................................1
No........................................................................................................2

Ask if CigNow = Yes or CigarReg = Yes or PipeNow = Yes

311. GiveUpC Which of the following statements best describes you?

CODE FIRST THAT APPLIES

I intend to give up smoking within the next month...............................1
I intend to give up smoking within the next 6 months...........................2
I intend to give up smoking within the next year.................................3
I intend to give up smoking but not in the next year............................4
I intend to give up smoking, but I’m not sure when.............................5
I don’t intend to give up smoking.......................................................6
Ask this section of all adults except proxy respondents

Ask all 16 and 17 year olds

(DVAge = 16-17)

312 Selfcom2 I'm now going to ask you a few questions about what you drink - that is if do drink.

IF RESPONDENT PREFERENCES TO SELF-COMPLETE, OFFER SELF-COMPLETION FORM AND ENTER CODE.

Interviewer asked section…………………………………………………………1
Respondent accepted self-completion form……………………………………..2
Self-completion now keyed by interviewer………………………………………3

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

(DVAge  18   or   Selfcom2 = 1 or 3)

313. DrinkNow Do you ever drink alcohol nowadays, including drinks you brew or make at home?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if does not drink nowadays

(DrinkNow = 2)

314. DrinkAny Could I just check, does that mean you never have an alcoholic drink nowadays, or do you have an alcoholic drink very occasionally, perhaps for medicinal purposes or on special occasions like Christmas or New Year?

Very occasionally…………………………………………………………………..1
Never………………………………………………………………………………..2

Ask if never drinks

(DrinkAny = 2)

315. TeeTotal Have you always been a non-drinker, or did you stop drinking for some reason?

Always a non-drinker……………………………………………………………1
Used to drink but stopped………………………………………………………2

Ask if respondent has always been a non-drinker

(TeeTotal = 1)
316. NonDrink  
What would you say is the MAIN reason you have always been a non-drinker?

Religious reasons...........................................................................1
Don't like it.........................................................................................2
Parent's advice/influence.................................................................3
Health reasons..................................................................................4
Can't afford it....................................................................................5
Other.................................................................................................6

Ask if respondent used to drink but stopped
(TeeTotal = 2)

317. StopDrin  
What would you say was the MAIN reason you stopped drinking?

Religious reasons...........................................................................1
Don't like it.........................................................................................2
Parent's advice/influence.................................................................3
Health reasons..................................................................................4
Can't afford it....................................................................................5
Other.................................................................................................6

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays
(DrinkNow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)

318. DrinkAmt  
I'm going to read out a few descriptions about the amounts of alcohol people drink, and I'd like you to say which one fits you best. Would you say you:

hardly drink at all.............................................................................1
drink a little........................................................................................2
drink a moderate amount.................................................................3
drink quite a lot..................................................................................4
or drink heavily..................................................................................5

DRINKING OVER LAST 12 MONTHS (Questions 316 –347)

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays
(DrinkNow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)

319. Intro

I'd like to ask you whether you have drunk different types of alcoholic drink in the last 12 months.

I'd like to hear about ALL types of alcoholic drinks you have had. If you are not sure whether a drink you have had goes into a category, please let me know. I do not need to know about non-alcoholic or low alcohol drinks.

THE HELP KEYS GIVE YOU MORE INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED AT THE DIFFERENT DRINKS CATEGORIES.

320. NBeer

SHOWCARD 20

I'd like to ask you first about normal strength beer or cider which has less than 6% alcohol. How often have you had a drink of normal strength beer, lager, stout, cider or shandy (excluding cans and bottles of shandy) during the last 12 months?

NORMAL = LESS THAN 6% ALCOHOL BY VOLUME.
IF RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW WHETHER BEER ETC DRUNK IS STRONG OR NORMAL, INCLUDE HERE AS NORMAL.

USE HELP SCREEN FOR OTHER DRINKS TO BE INCLUDED HERE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Almost every day</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 or 6 days a week</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or 4 days a week</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once or twice a week</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once or twice a month</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once every couple of months</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once or twice a year</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not at all in last 12 months</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ask if respondent drank normal strength beer or cider at all in last 12 months
(NBeer = 1 - 7)

321. NBeerM  How much NORMAL STRENGTH BEER, LAGER, STOUT, CIDER or SHANDY (excluding cans and bottles of shandy) have you usually drunk on any one day during the last 12 months?

CODE MEASURES THAT YOU ARE GOING TO USE.
PROBE IF NECESSARY.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

Half pints……………………………………………………………………………………………1
Small cans…………………………………………………………………………………………2
Large cans…………………………………………………………………………………………3
Bottles ………………………………………………………………………………………………4

For each type of measure of normal strength beer

ASK OR RECORD

322. NBeerQ  How many (half pints/ small cans/ large cans/ bottles) of NORMAL STRENGTH BEER, LAGER, STOUT, CIDER or SHANDY (excluding cans and bottles of shandy) have you usually drunk on any one day during the last 12 months?

1..97

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays
(Drinknow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)
Now I'd like to ask you about STRONG BEER OR CIDER which has 6% or more alcohol (e.g. Tennants Extra, Special Brew, Diamond White). How often have you had a drink of strong BEER, LAGER, STOUT or CIDER during the last 12 months?

STRONG=6% AND OVER ALCOHOL BY VOLUME.
IF RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW WHETHER BEER ETC DRUNK IS STRONG OR NORMAL, INCLUDE AS NORMAL STRENGTH AT NBEER ABOVE.
USE HELP SCREEN FOR OTHER DRINKS TO BE INCLUDED HERE.

Almost every day..............................................................................................................1
5 or 6 days a week.........................................................................................................2
3 or 4 days a week.........................................................................................................3
once or twice a week.....................................................................................................4
once or twice a month..................................................................................................5
once every couple of months.......................................................................................6
once or twice a year......................................................................................................7
not at all in last 12 months..........................................................................................8

Ask if respondent drank strong beer or cider at all in last 12 months
(SBeer = 1 - 7)

How much STRONG BEER, LAGER, STOUT or CIDER have you usually drank on any one day during the last 12 months?

CODE MEASURES THAT YOU ARE GOING TO USE.
PROBE IF NECESSARY.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

Half pints......................................................................................................................1
Small cans....................................................................................................................2
Large cans...................................................................................................................3
Bottles..........................................................................................................................4

For each type of measure of strong beer

ASK OR RECORD
325. SBeerQ  How many (half pints/ small cans/ large cans/ bottles) of STRONG BEER, LAGER, STOUT or CIDER have you usually drunk on any one day during the last 12 months?

1..97

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays

(Drinknow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)

SHOWCARD 20

326. Spirits  How often have you had a drink of SPIRITS OR LIQUEURS, such as Gin, Whisky, Brandy, Rum, Vodka, Advocaat or cocktails during the last 12 months?

USE HELP SCREEN FOR OTHER DRINKS TO BE INCLUDED HERE

Almost every day.................................................................1
5 or 6 days a week..............................................................2
3 or 4 days a week..............................................................3
once or twice a week..........................................................4
once or twice a month.......................................................5
once every couple of months............................................6
once or twice a year.........................................................7
not at all in last 12 months..............................................8

Ask if respondent drank spirits at all in the last 12 months

(Spirits = 1 – 7)

327. SpritsQ  How much SPIRITS OR LIQUEURS, such as Gin, Whisky, Brandy, Rum, Vodka, Advocaat or cocktails have you usually drunk on any one day during the last 12 months?

CODE THE NUMBER OF SINGLES - COUNT DOUBLES AS TWO SINGLES.

1..97

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays

(Drinknow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)
SHOWCARD 20

328. Sherry

How often have you had a drink of SHERRY OR MARTINI including Port, Vermouth, Cinzano and Dubonnet, during the last 12 months?

USE HELP SCREEN FOR OTHER DRINKS TO BE INCLUDED HERE

Almost every day………………………………………………………………….1
5 or 6 days a week………………………………………………………………..2
3 or 4 days a week………………………………………………………………..3
once or twice a week……………………………………………………………..4
once or twice a month……………………………………………………………5
once every couple of months…………………………………………………..6
once or twice a year………………………………………………………………7
not at all in last 12 months………………………………………………………..8

Ask if respondent drank sherry at all in the last 12 months
(Sherry = 1 – 7)

329. SherryQ

How much SHERRY OR MARTINI, including Port, Vermouth, Cinzano and Dubonnet have you usually drunk on any one day during the last 12 months?

CODE THE NUMBER OF GLASSES

1..97

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays
(Drinknow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)
330. Wine

How often have you had a drink of WINE, including Babycham and Champagne, during the last 12 months?

USE HELP SCREEN FOR OTHER DRINKS TO BE INCLUDED HERE

Almost every day…………………………………………………………………1
5 or 6 days a week………………………………………………………………2
3 or 4 days a week………………………………………………………………3
once or twice a week…………………………………………………………….4
once or twice a month……………………………………………………………5
once every couple of months……………………………………………………6
once or twice a year………………………………………………………………7
not at all in last 12 months……………………………………………………….8

Ask if respondent drank wine at all in the last 12 months
(Wine = 1 -7)

331. Wine

How much WINE, including Babycham and Champagne, have you usually drunk on any one day during the last 12 months?

CODE THE NUMBER OF GLASSES.

1..97

332. BWineQ2

Were those ...

RUNNING PROMPT.

Small Glasses (approx. 125ml)…………………………………………………..1
Standard (approx. 175ml)…………………………………………………………2
Or Large Glasses (approx. 250ml)……………………………………………….3
Bottles (Spontaneous Only)………………………………………………………4
Don't Know (Spontaneous Only)………………………………………………….5

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays
(Drinknow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)
SHOWCARD 20

333. Pops How often have you had a drink of ALCOPOPS (i.e. alcoholic lemonade, alcoholic colas or other alcoholic fruit-or-herb-flavoured drinks for e.g. Smirnoff Ice, Bacardi Breezer, WKD, Metz etc), during the last 12 months?

USE HELP SCREEN FOR OTHER DRINKS TO BE INCLUDED HERE

Almost every day..............................................................................................1
5 or 6 days a week ..........................................................................................2
3 or 4 days a week ..........................................................................................3
once or twice a week ......................................................................................4
once or twice a month ....................................................................................5
once every couple of months .........................................................................6
once or twice a year ........................................................................................7
not at all in last 12 months ............................................................................8

Ask if respondent drank Alcopops at all in the last 12 months
(Pops = 1 – 7)

334. PopsQ How much ALCOPOPS (i.e. alcoholic lemonade, alcoholic colas or other alcoholic fruit-or-herb-flavoured drinks) have you usually drunk on any one day during the last 12 months?

CODE THE NUMBER OF BOTTLES
1..97

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays
(Drinknow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)
SHOWCARD 20

335. DrinkOft Thinking now about all kinds of drinks, how often have you had an alcoholic drink of any kind during the last 12 months?

Almost every day.................................................................1
5 or 6 days a week..............................................................2
3 or 4 days a week..............................................................3
once or twice a week..........................................................4
once or twice a month.........................................................5
once every couple of months..............................................6
once or twice a year...........................................................7
not at all in last 12 months..................................................8

End of 12 month drinking section

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays
(DrinkNow = 1 or DrinkAny = 1)

336. DrinkL7 I’d like to ask you whether you have drank different types of alcoholic drink in the last 7 days.

I’d like to hear about ALL types of alcoholic drinks you have had.
I do not need to know about non-alcoholic or low alcohol drinks.

Did you have an alcoholic drink in the seven days ending yesterday?

Yes......................................................................................1
No.......................................................................................2

Ask if respondent has had an alcoholic drink in the last week
(DrinkL7 = 1)

337. DrnkDay On how many days out of the last seven did you have an alcoholic drink?

1..7

Ask if respondent had an alcoholic drink on two or more days last week
(DrnkDay = 2-7)

338. DrnkSame Did you drink more on some days than others, or did you drink about the same on each of those days?

Drank more on one/some day(s) than other(s)………………………………..1
Same each day……………………………………………………………………2

Ask if respondent had an alcoholic drink last week
(DrinkL7 = 1)

339. WhichDay Which day (last week) did you last have an alcoholic drink?

Sunday………………………………………………………………………………1
Monday………………………………………………………………………………2
Tuesday………………………………………………………………………………3
Wednesday……………………………………………………………………….4
Thursday…………………………………………………………………………….5
Friday………………………………………………………………………………6
Saturday…………………………………………………………………………….7

Ask if respondent has had an alcoholic drink in the last week
(DrinkL7 = 1)
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340. DrnkTyp Thinking about last (DAY AT WHICHDAY) what types of drink did you have that day?

If you are not sure whether a drink you have had goes into a category, please let me know.

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Normal strength beer/lager/cider/shandy……………………………………….1
Strong beer/lager/cider……………………………………………………………2
Spirits or liqueurs…………………………………………………………………..3
Sherry or Martini…………………………………………………………………4
Wine…………………………………………………………………………………5
Alcopops……………………………………………………………………………6
Ask if respondent drank ‘normal strength beer/lager/cider/shandy’ on that day
\((DrnkTyp = 1)\)

341. NBrL7

Still thinking about last (DAY AT WHICHDAY), how much NORMAL STRENGTH BEER, LAGER, STOUT, CIDER or SHANDY (excluding cans and bottles of shandy) did you drink that day?

CODE MEASURES THAT YOU ARE GOING TO USE, PROBE IF NECESSARY.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

Half pints……………………………………………………………………………1
Small cans………………………………………………………………………….2
Large cans………………………………………………………………………….3
Bottles……………………………………………………………………………….4

For each measure mentioned at NBrL7

ASK OR RECORD

342. NBrL7Q

How many (Answer AT NBrL7) of NORMAL STRENGTH BEER, LAGER, STOUT, CIDER OR SHANDY (EXCLUDING CANS AND BOTTLES OF SHANDY) did you drink that day?

1..97

Ask if respondent drank ‘strong beer/lager/cider’ on that day
\((DrnkTyp = 2)\)

343. SBrL7

Still thinking about last (DAY AT WHICHDAY), how much STRONG BEER, LAGER, STOUT OR CIDER did you drink that day?

CODE MEASURES THAT YOU ARE GOING TO USE, PROBE IF NECESSARY.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

Half pints…………………………………………………………………………1
Small cans…………………………………………………………………………2
Large cans…………………………………………………………………………3
Bottles………………………………………………………………………………4

For each measure mentioned at SBrL7
ASK OR RECORD

344. SBrL7Q How many (Answer AT SBrL7) of STRONG BEER, LAGER, STOUT or CIDER did you drink on that day?

1..97

Ask if respondent drank spirits or liqueurs on that day
(DrnkTyp = 3)

345. SpirL7 Still thinking about last (DAY AT WHICHDAY), how much spirits or liqueurs, such as Whisky, Brandy, Rum, Vodka, Advocaat or cocktails did you drink on that day?

CODE THE NUMBER OF SINGLES - COUNT DOUBLES AS TWO SINGLES
1..97

Ask if respondent drank Sherry or Martini on that day
(DrnkTyp = 4)

346. ShryL7 Still thinking about last (DAY AT WHICHDAY), how much Sherry or Martini, including Port, Vermouth, Cinzano and Dubonnet did you drink on that day?

CODE THE NUMBER OF GLASSES
1..97

Ask if respondent drank wine on that day
(DrnkTyp = 5)

347. WineL7 Still thinking about last (DAY AT WHICHDAY), how much Wine, including Babycham and Champagne, did you drink on that day?

CODE THE NUMBER OF GLASSES
1 BOTTLE = 6 GLASSES. 1 LITRE = 8 GLASSES.

1..97

348. BWine2 Were those ...
RUNNING PROMPT.

Small Glasses (approx. 125ml)…………………………………………………………1
Standard (approx. 175ml)………………………………………………………………2
Or Large Glasses (approx. 250ml)………………………………………………………3
Bottles (Spontaneous Only)………………………………………………………………4
Don't Know (Spontaneous Only)…………………………………………………………5

Ask if respondent drank Alcopops on that day
(DrnkTyp = 6)

349. PopsL7 Still thinking about last (DAY AT WHICHDAY), how much Alcopops
(i.e. Smirnoff Ice, Bacardi Breezer, WKD, Metz) did you drink on that day?

CODE THE NUMBER OF BOTTLES

1..97

Ask if respondent drinks at all nowadays
(Drinknow = 1 or Drinkany = 1)

350. DrAmount Compared to five years ago, would you say that, on the whole, you drink...

RUNNING PROMPT

More…………………………………………………………………………………………1
about the same……………………………………………………………………………2
or less nowadays……………………………………………………………………………3
FAMILY INFORMATION

Ask this section of all persons aged 16-59 (except proxy respondents)

351. FamIntro  The next section consists of a series of questions about Family Information. (Not asked of proxy respondents)

To all married couples
(xMarSta = 2 or 4)

352. ChkFIA  INTERVIEWER CODE

Respondent is married and spouse IS a household member......................1
Respondent is married but their spouse is NOT a household member...........2

Ask if married, but partner NOT a household member
(ChkFIA = 2)

353. HusbAway  INTRODUCE AS NECESSARY

May I check, is your husband/ wife absent because he/ she usually works away from home, the marriage has broken down or for some other reason?

Usually works away (include Armed Forces, Merchant Navy).....................1
Marriage broken down/ separated.................................................................2
Other reason..................................................................................................3
To all

354. SelfCom3  The next set of questions is about family information, which you may wish to complete on your own.

EXPLAIN THAT THESE QUESTIONS COVER ANY CURRENT AND PREVIOUS MARRIAGES AND PERIODS OF LIVING TOGETHER AND FOR WOMEN THERE ARE QUESTIONS ABOUT ANY CHILDREN THEY HAVE HAD.

-IF YOU HAVE CHOSEN LAPTOP SELF-COMPLETION PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT INSTRUCTIONS WILL APPEAR ON THE SCREEN AND THEN WORK THROUGH THE FIRST 5 QUESTIONS WITH RESPONDENT. REMEMBER TO PRESS <F2> TO SAVE WORK BEFORE HANDING OVER LAPTOP.

-IF YOU HAVE CHOSEN PAPER SELF-COMPLETION OFFER THE FORM TO RESPONDENT.

Respondent accepted self-completion by laptop NOW…………………………..1
Will complete later………………………………………………………………….2
Respondent accepted self-completion by paper…………………………………….3
Section read and entered by interviewer………………………………………….4
Interviewer now entering data from paper questionnaire…………………………5
Respondent refused whole section………………………………………………….6

Ask if Respondent accepts self-completion by laptop (CASI)
(SelfCom3 = 1)

[TestQ1 to TestQ5 are only test questions for the respondent so that they can practice answering different types of questions on the laptop.]

355. TestQ1  The next section consists of a series of questions for you to go through with the interviewer

356. TestQ2  How old are you?

Please enter the number of years

00..99

357. TestQ3  Can you tell me the year in which you were born?
Enter year in a 4 digit format e.g. 2000

1900..2009

358. TestQ4 Can you tell me the month in which you were born?

Enter the month

January........................................................................................................1
February.................................................................................................2
March.........................................................................................................3
April...........................................................................................................4
May...........................................................................................................5
June..........................................................................................................6
July............................................................................................................7
August.....................................................................................................8
September..............................................................................................9
October..................................................................................................10
November.............................................................................................11
December.............................................................................................12

359. TestQ5 Can you tell me your date of birth?

Enter in full e.g. 01/02/1976

360. TESTEND The next section consists of questions on family information and are for you to complete alone. If you have any problems please ask the interviewer for help

Ask people who have been married
(xMarsta = 2, 4, 5 or 6)

361. AreWed Earlier you said you were married/ separated/ divorced/ widowed. Thinking of this/ your last marriage, are/ were you legally married or are/ were you simply living together as a couple?

Legally married.....................................................................................1
Living together as a couple.................................................................2

Ask if respondent was legally married
(AreWed = 1)

362. HowWed Did you get married with a religious ceremony of some kind, or at a registry office or approved premises?

Religious ceremony of some kind………………………………………………..1
Civil marriage in register office or approved premises………………………...2
Both religious ceremony and registry office/ approved premises…………….3

Ask if respondent has been legally married
(AreWed = 1)

363. NumMar How many times have you been legally married?

PLEASE INCLUDE PRESENT MARRIAGE

1..7

Ask all cohabiting couples, including same sex couples (exc. couples now separated)
(Livewth = 1 or 3 or AreWed = 2)

364. CIYr THIS QUESTION REFERS TO YOUR CURRENT RELATIONSHIP WHERE YOU ARE LIVING WITH SOMEONE AS A COUPLE BUT ARE NOT LEGALLY MARRIED

ENTER YEAR IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT E.G. 2000

Which year did you and your partner start living together as a couple?

1900..2009

365. CLMon THIS QUESTION REFERS TO YOUR CURRENT RELATIONSHIP WHERE YOU ARE LIVING WITH SOMEONE AS A COUPLE BUT ARE NOT LEGALLY MARRIED

ENTER MONTH

Which month did you and your partner start living together as a couple?

1..12
Ask cohabiting couples, including same sex couples, but not separated, divorced or widowed respondents
(Livewith = 1 or 3 OR Arewed = 2 AND is NOT separated, divorced or widowed)

366. ClMar Have you ever been legally married?

Yes........................................................................................................1
No........................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent has been legally married
(ClMar = 1)

367. ClNumMar How many times have you been legally married altogether?

1..7

Ask of all who are, or have been, legally married
(NumMar >= 1 or ClNumMar >= 1)

368. Intro THE NEXT SCREEN CONSISTS OF A TABLE OF MARRIAGES FOR
(NAME).
PLEASE ENTER DETAILS OF MARRIAGES STARTING WITH THE
EARLIEST AND ENDING WITH THE CURRENT OR MOST RECENT.

For each marriage

369. YrMar In which year were you married?

ENTER YEAR IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT E.G. 2000

1900..2009

370. MonMar In which month in that year (year) were you married?

ENTER MONTH

1..12
371. **LvTgthr**  
Before getting married did you and your husband/wife live together as a couple?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………2

*Ask if lived as a couple before getting married*  
(*LvTgthr = 1*)

372. **YrLvTg**  
In which year did you start living together?

ENTER YEAR IN 4 DIGIT FORM E.G.2000

1900..2009

373. **MonLvTg**  
which month in that year (year) did you start living together?

ENTER MONTH

1..12

*Ask all who are or have been legally married*  
(*NumMar >= 1 or ClNumMar >= 1*)

*For last marriage entered*

374. **Current**  
Thinking about your present/ most recent/ first marriage, is this marriage current, or has it ended through death, divorce or separation?

Current……………………………………………………………………………………………1
Ended through death, divorce or separation……………………………………………2
Ask if marriage ended
(Current = 2 or marriage number less than total marriages)

375. HowEnded ASK OR RECORD

Did your marriage end in ...

RUNNING PROMPT

Death........................................................................................................1
Divorce........................................................................................................2
or separation...............................................................................................3

Ask if marriage ended in death
(HowEnded = 1)

376. YrDie in which year did your husband/wife die?

ENTER YEAR IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT E.G. 2000

1900-2009

377. MonDie in which month of that year (year) did your husband/wife die?

ENTER MONTH

1..12

Ask if marriage ended in divorce or separation
(HowEnded = 2 or 3)

378. YrSep in which year did you stop living together as a couple?

ENTER YEAR IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT E.G. 2000

1900-2009

379. MonSep in which month of that year (year) did you stop living together?

ENTER MONTH

1..12
Ask if marriage ended in divorce
(*HowEnded* =2)

380.  YrDiv  in which year was your decree absolute granted?

ENTER YEAR IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT E.G. 2000

1900-2009

381.  MonDiv in which month of that year (year) was your decree absolute granted?

ENTER MONTH

1..12

Ask if respondent is aged 16-59
(*DVAge* = 16-59)

382.  Cohab Have you had any (other) relationships in which you lived together with someone as a couple but did not get married?

Yes......................................................................................................................1
No.......................................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent is aged 16-59, and has had previous cohabiting
Relationships
(*DVAge* = 16-59  &  *Cohab* = 1)

383.  Numcohab How many relationships have you had altogether in which you lived together with someone as a couple but did not get married?

(Please exclude your present relationship)

1..7

384.  Intro Now I would like to ask you some questions about (the first three of these relationships/ this relationship/ these relationships).

(RECORD DETAILS OF THE FIRST THREE RELATIONSHIPS, STARTING WITH THE FIRST)
Ask each question for the first, second and third relationship

385. TimeCoY1 Thinking about the first/second/third relationships where you lived with someone as a couple but did not get married……how long did you live together in terms of years and months?

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS ONLY

0..99

386. TimecoM1 NOW ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS

0..11

387. WhencoY1 Can you tell me the year in which you started or stopped living together as a couple with your partner?

ENTER THE YEAR

1950..2009

388. WhencoM1 Can you tell me the month in which you started or stopped living together as a couple with your partner?

INTERVIEWER ENTER THE MONTH

1..12

389. Starten1 INTERVIEWER: IS THIS WHEN THE RESPONDENT AND HIS/HER PARTNER STARTED LIVING TOGETHER OR FINISHED LIVING TOGETHER AS A COUPLE?

Started living together…………………………………………………………………………1
Finished living together……………………………………………………………………2

390. Othdate1 If that was the date you started/stopped living together, then you stopped/started living together in …(month) …(year)
Does that seem about right?

Yes……………………………………………………………………………………………….....1
No…………………………………………………………………………………………………2
Ask if computed start/end date not correct  
(Othdate1 = 2)  

391. RghtdtM1  
(What is the correct date?)  
INTERVIEWER ENTER THE MONTH  
1..12  

392. RghtdtY1  
What is the correct date?  
ENTER THE YEAR  
1950..2009  

Ask if respondent is aged 16-59, and has had previous cohabiting relationships  
(DVAge = 16-59 & Cohab = 1)  
Ask each question for the first, second and third relationship  

393. EndCoh1  
You said you stopped living together in ...(month) ...(year) May I just check was this when you stopped living together in the same accommodation, when the relationship ended or both?  
Stopped living in the same accommodation only......................................1  
End of the relationship only........................................................................2  
Both happened at the same time.................................................................3  
Partner died...............................................................................................4  

Ask if date given is when they stopped living together  
(EndCoh1 = 1)  

394. EndrelY1  
In which year did the relationship end?  
ENTER THE YEAR  
1950..2009  

395. EndrelM1  
In which month did the relationship end?  
ENTER THE MONTH  
1..12
Ask if the date given is when relationship ended
\((\text{EndCoh1} = 2)\)

396. \text{EndlivY1} In which year did you stop living in the same accommodation?

\text{ENTER THE YEAR}

1950..2009

397. \text{EndlivM1} In which month did you stop living in the same accommodation?

\text{INTERVIEWER ENTER THE MONTH}

1..12

Ask respondents aged 16-59
\((\text{DVAge} = 16-59)\)
\text{If respondent is female (sex=2) also include *}

398. \text{Children} ASK OR RECORD

Do you have any children in the household?

(INCLUDES ADULT CHILDREN)
(*AND/OR STEP OR FOSTER CHILDREN.)

(Respondent instruction)
(IF APPROPRIATE PLEASE INCLUDE ANY CHILDREN FROM YOUR PARTNER'S PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP)

Yes........................................................................................................1
No........................................................................................................2

Ask women who have a child in the household
\((\text{Sex} = 2 \& \text{Children} = 1)\)

399. \text{StpChldF} (The next questions are about the family.) Do you have any step, foster, or adopted children of any age living with you? (For stepchildren, please include any children of any age from your husband/partner’s previous marriage or relationship.)

Yes........................................................................................................1
No........................................................................................................2
Ask men who have a child in the household
(Sex = 1 & Children = 1)

400. StpChldM
Do you have any stepchildren of any age living with you? (Please include any children of any age from your wife/partner’s previous marriage or relationship.)

Yes.............................................................................1
No...................................................................................2

Ask women with a step, foster or adopted child
(StpChldF = 1)

401. NumStepF
How many step children live with you? (Please include children of any age from your husband/partner’s previous marriage or relationship.)

0..7

Ask men with a stepchild living with them
(StpChldM=1)

402. NumStepM
How many step children live with you? (Please include children of any age your husband/partner’s previous marriage or relationship.)

1..7

Ask women with a step, foster or adopted child living with them
(StpChldF = 1)

403. NumFost
How many foster children have you living with you altogether?

0..7

404. NumAdop
How many adopted children have you living with you altogether?

0..7

Ask women with a step, foster or adopted child, or a man with a stepchild living with them
(StpChldF = 1 or StpChldM=1)

405. StepInt
THE NEXT SCREEN CONSISTS OF A TABLE FOR THE STEP-CHILDREN (AND ADOPTED AND FOSTER-CHILDREN) OF (NAME) PLEASE ENTER DETAILS FOR EACH CHILD.
Ask for each step/foster/adopted child

406. ChildNo  From the list below, please copy the number of the first/second step/foster/adopted child.

INCLUDES ADULT CHILDREN

1..20

407. ChldType  Thinking about name. Is name your step-child, your adopted-child or are they your foster-child?

Step.................................................................1
Foster..............................................................2
Adopted..........................................................3

408. ChLivYr  Please state the year (CHILD'S NAME) started living with you.

ENTER YEAR (IN 4 DIGIT FORMAT, E.G. 2000)

1900..2009

409. ChLivMon  Please state the month (CHILD'S NAME) started living with you.

ENTER MONTH

1..12

Ask all women
(Sex = 2)

410. Baby  ASK OR RECORD
EXCLUDE: ANY STILLBORN.
INCLUDE: ALL CHILDREN RESPONDENT HAS GIVEN BIRTH TO.

Have you ever given birth to a baby - even one who only lived for a short time?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

Ask women who have had a baby
(Baby = 1)
**411. NumBaby**  EXCLUDE: ANY STILLBORN

How many children have you given birth to, including any who live somewhere else and any who have died since birth?

1..20

**412. BirthInt**  In the next set of questions, we want you to record some details about all the children you have ever given birth to. This includes children: who live here; children who live somewhere else, such as adult children; and children who have died since birth.

Please enter details for each child, in the order in which they were born, starting with the one you gave birth to first.

**For each child**

**413. BirthDte**  Please enter the Date of birth

PLEASE ENTER IN DATE OF BIRTH ORDER - ELDEST FIRST, YOUNGEST LAST.

AS A GUIDE, THE D.O.B. OF EACH HOUSEHOLD MEMBER IS LISTED BELOW

**414. BirthSex**  Sex of child

Male..........................................................1
Female..........................................................2

**415. ChldLive**  Is this child living with you?

Yes..........................................................1
No, lives elsewhere........................................2
No, deceased..............................................3
Ask all women aged 16-49
(Sex = 2 & DVAge = 16-49)

416. Pregnant

May I just check...

Are you pregnant now?

Yes............................................................................................................1
No/unsure...................................................................................................2

SHOWCARD 22

417. MoreChld

Do you think that you will have any (more) children (after the one you are expecting)? Could you choose your answers from this card.

Yes............................................................................................................1
Probably yes.............................................................................................2
Probably not..............................................................................................3
No...............................................................................................................4
Don’t know...............................................................................................5

Ask if respondent answered don’t know above
(MoreChld = DK)

418. ProbMore

On the whole do you think...

You will probably have any/more children............................................1
Or you will probably not have any/more children.................................2

Ask if respondent is likely to have more children
(MoreChld = 1 or 2 or ProbMore = 1)

419. TotChld

How many children do you think you will have born to you in total, including those you have had already who are still alive/ (and) the one you are expecting?

1..14

420. NextAge

How old do you think you will be when you have your first/next baby (after the one you are expecting)?

1..97
FINANCIAL SITUATION

This section to be asked of household, not individuals
Ask HRP

421. Repay The next section has questions on your Household’s financial situation.

Do you or anyone in your household have to repay any credit card, hire purchase or other loans (that is, excluding mortgage repayments or other loans connected with the accommodation)?

THE QUESTIONS ON THE FINANCIAL SITUATION OF THE HOUSEHOLD MAY BE ANSWERED BY THE HRP OR SPOUSE OR RESPONSIBLE ADULT

Yes........................................................................................................1
No.......................................................................................................2

Ask if anyone in the household has any loans to repay
(Repay = 1)

422. BurdRepay To what extent is the repayment of such loans and the interest a financial burden or struggle for your household?

Would you say it is...

RUNNING PROMPT

a heavy burden/ struggle.........................................................................1
a slight burden/ struggle.........................................................................2
or not a burden/ struggle at all.................................................................3
Ask all households

SHOWCARD 23

423. Afford  Looking at this card, can I just check whether your household could afford the following?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

To pay for a week's annual holiday away from home.........................1
To eat meat, chicken or fish (or vegetarian equivalent) every second day....2
To pay an unexpected, but necessary, expense of £500.........................3
To keep your home adequately warm.................................................4
Afford none of these (SPONTANEOUS ONLY)..................................5

424. EndsMeet  A household may have different sources of income and more than one household member may contribute to it.

Thinking of your household's total monthly or weekly income, is your household able to make ends meet, that is pay your usual expenses.....

IF NOT MAKING ENDS MEET, CODE AS 'WITH GREAT DIFFICULTY' (CODE 1)

RUNNING PROMPT

with great difficulty................................................................................1
with difficulty..........................................................................................2
with some difficulty................................................................................3
fairly easily..............................................................................................4
easily........................................................................................................5
or very easily..........................................................................................6
425. **LowestIn**  
Thinking of the household’s basic needs, what is the very minimum amount of money the household needs each month to pay its usual expenses?

Please answer in relation to the present circumstances of your household, and what you consider as usual expenses.

0.00..999999.99

426. **HowLong**  
For how long did this cover?

- one week…………………………………………………………………………..1
- two weeks…………………………………………………………………………2
- three weeks……………………………………………………………………..3
- four weeks……………………………………………………………………..4
- calendar month…………………………………………………………………5
- two calendar months…………………………………………………………..7
- eight times a year………………………………………………………………8
- nine times a year………………………………………………………………9
- ten times a year………………………………………………………………10
- three months/13 weeks………………………………………………………13
- six months/26 weeks…………………………………………………………26
- one year/12 months/52 weeks………………………………………………52
- less than one week……………………………………………………………90
- one off/lump sum ……………………………………………………………..95
- none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <CTRL> + <M>.........................97
INCOME

Ask all adults (except proxy respondents)

SHOWCARD 24

427. Intro The next set of questions are about benefits.

Continue with benefits questions ......................................................... 1

Ask if continuing with benefits questions
(Intro = 1)

SHOWCARD 24

428. Ben1Q Looking at this card, are you at present receiving any state benefits in your own right: that is, where you are the named recipient?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Child Benefit .......................................................................................... 1
Guardian’s Allowance ........................................................................... 2
Carer’s Allowance .................................................................................. 3
Retirement pension (National Insurance), or Old Person’s pension ........... 4
Widow’s pension, Bereavement Allowance or Widowed Parents
(formerly Widowed Mother’s) Allowance ............................................. 5
War Disablement Pension or War Widow’s/Widower’s Pension
(and any related allowances) .................................................................. 6
Severe Disablement Allowance ............................................................... 7
None of these ......................................................................................... 8
SHOWCARD 25

429. DisBen And looking at this card, are you at present receiving any of the state benefits shown on this card - either in your own right, or on behalf of someone else in the household?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Care component of Disability Living Allowance........................................1
Mobility component of Disability Living Allowance..................................2
Attendance Allowance..............................................................................3
None of these..........................................................................................4

Ask if receiving Attendance Allowance
*(DisBen = 3)*

430. Attall Is this paid as part of your retirement pension or do you receive a separate payment?

Paid as part of pension..............................................................................1
Separate payment....................................................................................2

Ask all except proxy respondents

SHOWCARD 26

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

431. Ben2Q Now looking at this card, are you at present receiving any of these benefits in your own right - that is, where you are the named recipient?

Job Seekers’ Allowance (JSA).................................................................1
Pension Credit.........................................................................................2
Income Support.......................................................................................3
Incapacity Benefit..................................................................................4
Maternity Allowance............................................................................5
Industrial Injury Disablement Benefit...................................................6
None of these..........................................................................................7
**Ask all except proxy respondents**

**SHOWCARD 27**

432  TxCred  

Now looking at this card, are you at present receiving any of these Tax Credits, in your own right: please include any lump sum payments received in the last six months?

- Working Tax Credit (excluding any childcare tax credit) ...................... 1
- Child Tax Credit (including any childcare tax credit) .......................... 2
- None of these .................................................................................... 3

**SHOWCARD 28**

433.  Inclus  

Did your last wage/salary include any of the items on this card?

**CODE ALL THAT APPLY.**

- Statutory Sick Pay .................................................................................. 1
- Statutory Maternity Pay ......................................................................... 2
- Statutory Paternity Pay .......................................................................... 3
- Statutory Adoption Pay ......................................................................... 4
- Income Tax Refund ................................................................................ 5
- Mileage Allowance or fixed allowance for motoring ............................. 6
- Motoring Expenses Refund ................................................................... 7
- Tax credit .................................................................................................. 8
- None of these .......................................................................................... 9

**Ask all (except proxy respondents)**

**SHOWCARD 29**

434.  Ben12m  

In the last 12 months, have you received any of the things shown on this card, in your own right?

- A grant from the Social Fund for funeral expenses ............................. 1
- A grant from Social Fund for maternity expenses/Sure Start
  Maternity Grant .................................................................................... 2
- A Social Fund loan or Community Care grant ..................................... 3
- None of these .......................................................................................... 4
Ask all aged 60 or over
(DVAge > 60)

435. Winter
In the last 12 months have you received a winter fuel payment in your own right?

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

SHOWCARD 30

436. Ben6m
In the last 6 months have you received any of the things on this card in your own right?

‘Extended payment’ of Housing Benefit/rent rebate, or Council Tax Benefit (4 week payment only).............................2
Widow’s payment or Bereavement payment – lump sum.....................3
Child Maintenance Bonus..................................................4
Lone Parent’s Benefit Run-On..............................................5
Any National Insurance or State Benefit not mentioned earlier..............6
Work-Search Premium......................................................7
In-Work credit............................................................8
Return to work payment..................................................9
None of these..........................................................10

Code for each benefit mentioned
(Ben1Q, DisBen, Ben2Q, TxCred, Ben12m, Ben6m)

437. BAmt
How much did you get last time?

IF COMBINED WITH ANOTHER BENEFIT AND UNABLE TO GIVE SEPARATE AMOUNT, ENTER ‘Don’t know’ <CTRL> + <K>

0.00..997.00

If don’t know or refusal at the amount of benefit received
(Ben1Amt = DK or Refusal)
438. BAmtDK  
INTERVIEWER: IS THIS ‘DON’T KNOW’ BECAUSE IT’S PAID IN COMBINATION WITH ANOTHER BENEFIT, AND YOU CANNOT ESTABLISH A SEPARATE AMOUNT?

Yes (Please give full details in a Note)………………………………………….1  
No……………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if amount of benefit received was greater than zero  
(Ben1Amt > 0.00)

439. Bpd  
How long did this cover?

one week……………………………………………………………………………1  
two weeks…………………………………………………………………………2  
three weeks……………………………………………………………………….3  
four weeks………………………………………………………………………..4  
calendar month…………………………………………………………………….5  
two calendar months…………………………………………………………..7  
eight times a year…………………………………………………………………8  
nine times a year………………………………………………………………..9  
ten times a year…………………………………………………………………10  
three months/13 weeks…………………………………………………………13  
six months/26 weeks…………………………………………………………..26  
one year/12 months/52 weeks………………………………………………..52  
less than one week………………………………………………………………90  
one off lump sum…………………………………………………………………95  
none of these: Explain in a note <Ctrl> + <M>………………………………..97

Ask if receiving Retirement pension or old person’s pension  
(Ben1Q = 4)

440. BenUs  
Is this the amount you usually get?

Yes………………………………………………………………………………….1  
No……………………………………………………………………………………2  
No such thing as a usual amount……………………………………………..3
Ask if not usual amount
\((BenUs = 2)\)

441. BUAmt  How much do you usually get?

IF COMBINED WITH ANOTHER BENEFIT AND UNABLE TO GIVE SEPARATE AMOUNT, ENTER DON’T KNOW <CTRL+K>

0.00..997.00

442. BUPd  How long does this cover?

one week.........................................................................................1
two weeks......................................................................................2
three weeks....................................................................................3
four weeks....................................................................................4
calendar month..................................................................................5
two calendar months..........................................................................7
eight times a year...............................................................................8
nine times a year...............................................................................9
ten times a year................................................................................10
three months/13 weeks.....................................................................13
six months/26 weeks.........................................................................26
one year/12 months/52 weeks..............................................................52
less than one week............................................................................90
one off lump sum...............................................................................95
none of these....................................................................................97

Ask if receiving War Disablement Pension or War Widow’s Pension
\((Ben1Q = 6)\)

443. WPentype  Do you receive...

RUNNING PROMPT

War Disablement Pension...................................................................1
or War Widow’s Pension....................................................................2
Ask if receiving CARE component of Disability Living Allowance 
\((\text{DisBen} = 1)\)

444. WhoReCar Whom do you receive it for?

IF CURRENT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER, ENTER PERSON NUMBER
OTHERWISE ENTER 97

1..16, 97

Ask if receiving MOBILITY component of Disability Living Allowance
\((\text{DisBen} = 2)\)

445. WhoReMob Whom do you receive it for?

IF CURRENT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER, ENTER PERSON NUMBER
OTHERWISE ENTER 97

1..16, 97

Ask if receiving Attendance Allowance
\((\text{DisBen} = 3)\)

446. WhoReAtt Whom do you receive it for?

IF CURRENT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER, ENTER PERSON NUMBER
OTHERWISE ENTER 97

1..16, 97
Ask all adults

447. Srclnc08 SHOWCARD 4

This card shows various possible sources of income. Can you please tell me which kinds of income you personally receive?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Earnings from employment..........................1
Earnings from self-employment......................2
Pension from former employer.......................3
Personal Pension.........................................4
State Pension............................................5
Child benefit............................................6
Income Support..........................................7
Tax Credits...............................................8
Other state benefits....................................9
Interest from savings...................................10
Interest from investments............................11
Other kinds of regular allowance from outside the household........12
Income from rent.......................................13
Other sources..........................................14
No source of income....................................15

Ask if has a source of income
(Srclnc08=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 or 14)

448. GrossTel

Thinking of the sources you have mentioned, what is your total personal income before deductions for income tax, National Insurance etc, (that can be weekly, monthly or an annual amount)?

PROMPT ONLY IF NECESSARY. AN ESTIMATE IS ACCEPTABLE

0..99999997

449. GrssTime

ASK OR RECORD

Is that a weekly, monthly or annual amount?

Weekly.........................................................1
Monthly.......................................................2
Annually……………………………………………………………………………………………………3
Ask if GrossTel = Refusal or Don’t Know

450. TelBand We put answers into income bands. Would you tell me which band represents your total personal income before all deductions. Is it...

RUNNING PROMPT

Less than £100 a week.................................................................1
£100 but less than £200 a week..................................................2
£200 but less than £300 a week..................................................3
£300 but less than £400 a week..................................................4
£400 but less than £500 a week..................................................5
£500 but less than £600 a week..................................................6
£600 but less than £700 a week..................................................7
£700 but less than £800 a week..................................................8
£800 but less than £900 a week..................................................9
£900 but less than £1000 a week.................................................10
Over £1000 a week.................................................................11

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

451. OthSrc SHOWCARD 31

Please tell me if you are receiving any of the following type of regular payments

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Occupational pensions from former employer(s)..........................1
Occupational pensions from a spouse’s former employer(s)...........2
Private pensions or annuities......................................................3
Regular redundancy payments from former employer(s)..............4
Government Training Schemes such as YT allowance....................5
None of these...........................................................................6
Ask if receiving payments from occupational pensions from employer(s)
(OthSrc = 1)

452. PFEmpNet In total how much do you receive each month from the occupational pensions) from your former employer(s) AFTER tax is deducted? (i.e. NET)

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY.

0.01..99999.97

453. PFEmpGrs In total how much do you receive each month from the occupational pension(s) from your former employer(s) BEFORE tax is deducted? (i.e. GROSS)?

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY.

0.01..99999.97

Ask if receiving payments from occupational pensions from a spouse’s former employer(s)
(OthSrc = 2)

454. SpousNet In total how much do you receive each month from the occupational pension(s) from your spouse's former employer(s) AFTER tax is deducted? (i.e. NET)

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY.

0.01..99999.97

455. SpousGrs In total how much do you receive each month from the Occupational pension(s) from your spouse’s former employer(s) BEFORE tax is deducted? (i.e. GROSS)?

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY.

0.01..99999.97
Ask if receiving payments from private pension(s) or annuities 
(\textit{OthSrc = 3})

456. PrivPNet  
In total how much do you receive each month from your private pension(s) or annuities tax is deducted? (ie NET) 

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY. 

0.01..99999.97

457. PrivPGrs  
In total how much do you receive each month from your private pension(s) or annuities BEFORE tax is deducted? (i.e. GROSS)? 

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY. 

0.01..99999.97

Ask if receiving regular redundancy payments from a former employer(s) 
(\textit{OthSrc = 4})

458. RedunNet  
In total how much do you receive each month from regular redundancy payments from your former employer(s) AFTER tax is deducted? (i.e. NET) 

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY. 

0.01..99999.97

459. RedunGrs  
In total how much do you receive each month from regular redundancy payments from your former employer(s) BEFORE tax is deducted? (i.e. GROSS)? 

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY. 

0.01..99999.97
Ask if receiving payments from Government Training Schemes
\((OthSrc = 5)\)

460. TrainNet

In total how much do you receive each month from Government Training schemes, such as YT allowance, AFTER tax is deducted?

\( \text{(ie NET)} \)

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY.

0.01..99999.97

461. TrainGrs

In total how much do you receive each from Government Training Schemes, such as YT allowance, BEFORE tax is deducted?

\( \text{(i.e. GROSS)} \)?

DO NOT PROBE MONTH. ACCEPT CALENDAR MONTH OR 4 WEEKLY.

0.01..99999.97

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

462. ReglrP

SHOWCARD 32

Taking your response from this card, please tell me if you are receiving any of the following type of regular payments

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Educational grant.---------------------------------------------------------------1
Regular payments from friends or relatives outside the household.------------------2
Maintenance, alimony or separation allowance---------------------------------------3
None of these-------------------------------------------------------------------4

Ask if receiving an educational grant
\((RegrlP = 1)\)

463. EdGrnt

In total how much do you receive from your educational grant EACH MONTH?

0.01..99999.97
Ask if receiving regular payments from friends or relatives outside household  
\((\text{ReglrP} = 2)\)

464. RegFr  In total how much do you receive from friends or relatives EACH MONTH?  
0.01..99999.97

Ask if receiving maintenance, alimony or separation allowance  
\((\text{ReglrP} = 3)\)

465. RegMa  In total how much do you receive maintenance, alimony or separation allowances EACH MONTH?  
0.01..99999.97

Ask all (except proxy respondents)

SHOWCARD 33

466. RegOPM  Taking your response from this card, please tell me if you are making any of the following type of regular payments:

Regular payments to friends or relatives outside the household……………..2  
Maintenance, alimony or separation allowance………………………………...3  
None of these………………………………………………………………………4

Ask if making regular payments to friends or relatives outside household  
\((\text{RegOPM} = 1)\)

467. RegFro  In total how much do you give to friends or relatives EACH MONTH?  
0.01..99999.97

Ask if making payments of maintenance, alimony or separation allowance  
\((\text{RegOPM} = 2)\)

468. RegMaO  In total how much do you pay out in terms of maintenance, alimony or separation allowances EACH MONTH?  
0.01..99999.97
Ask all (except proxy respondents)

469. Rentpay In the 12 months since (DATE), have you received any rent from property, for example, renting out a building, house, a flat, a room or land?

Yes..........................................................................................................1
No..........................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent is receiving rent
(Rentpay = 1)

470. RentBF How much did you receive in the 12 months since (DATE), BEFORE deducting income tax, but after deducting all allowable expenses?

ALLOWABLE EXPENSES INCLUDE INTEREST PAYMENTS, INSURANCE, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE, RATES AND SERVICES.

IF A PRECISE FIGURE IS NOT AVAILABLE, KEY D/K

0.01..99999.97

Ask if answered ‘Don't know’ to above question
(RentBF = Don’t know)

SHOWCARD 34

471. RentBApx Perhaps you could give an approximate range?

REMIND: LAST 12 MONTHS... BEFORE TAX IS DEDUCTED... BUT AFTER DEDUCTING EXPENSES

Less than £1,000 per year.............................................................................1
£1,001 to £3,000 per year...........................................................................2
£3,001 to £5,000 per year...........................................................................3
£5,001 to £10,000 per year.........................................................................4
More than £10,000 per year......................................................................5
Ask if respondent is receiving rent  
\((Rentpay = 1)\)

472. RentAFT How much did you receive in the 12 months since (DATE), AFTER deducting income tax, but after deducting all allowable expenses?

ALLOWABLE EXPENSES INCLUDE INTEREST PAYMENTS, INSURANCE, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE, RATES AND SERVICES.

0.01..99999.97

Ask if answered ‘Don’t know’ to above question  
\((RentAFT = Don’t know)\)

SHOWCARD 34

473. RentAApx Perhaps you could give an approximate range?

REMINDED: LAST 12 MONTHS... AFTER TAX IS DEDUCTED... AFTER DEDUCTING EXPENSES

Less than £1,000 per year.................................................................1
£1,001 to £3,000 per year...............................................................2
£3,001 to £5,000 per year..............................................................3
£5,001 to £10,000 per year............................................................4
More than £10,000 per year..........................................................5

The next group of questions are only asked of those in paid work, (including those temporarily away from job or on a government scheme), but excluding unpaid family workers.  
\((Wrking = 1 \ OR \ JbAway = 1 \ OR \ Stat = 1 \ or \ 3)\)  
The routing instructions above each question apply only to those who meet the above criteria.
Ask if an employee
(Stat = 1)

474. PyPeriod  The next questions are about earnings from your main job.

How long a period does your wage/salary usually cover?

- one week……………………………………………………………………………1
- two weeks…………………………………………………………………………..2
- three weeks…………………………………………………………………………3
- four weeks…………………………………………………………………………..4
- calendar month………………………………………………………………….…5
- two calendar months………………………………………………………………7
- eight times a year………………………………………………………………….8
- nine times a year…………………………………………………………………..9
- ten times a year…………………………………………………………………..10
- three months/13 weeks………………………………………………………….13
- six months/26 weeks………………………………………………………….....26
- one year/12 months/52 weeks………………………………………………….52
- less than one week………………………………………………………………90
- one off lump sum…………………………………………………………………95
- None of these: Explain in a note <Ctrl> + <M>……………………………….97

Ask all, except those who are paid less than once a week, or in a one
off sum, or answered ‘none of these’
(PyPeriod <= 52)

475. TakeHome  How much is your usual take home pay per (period at PyPeriod)
after all deductions?

0.00..99999.97

Ask if paid less than once a week, or in a one off sum, or in none of
these ways, or did not know how much money they usually took home
(PyPeriod = 90, 95 or 97 or TakeHome = DK)

SHOWCARD 35 or 36

476. TakHmEst  Please look at this card and estimate your usual take home pay per
(Period at PyPeriod) after all deductions?

0..32
Ask if an employee 
(Stat = 1)

477. GrossAm  How much are your usual gross earnings per (period at PyPeriod) before any deductions?

0.01..99999.97

Ask if respondent does not know how much their usual gross earnings are 
(GrossAm = DK)

SHOWCARD 35 or 36

478. GrossEst  Please look at this card and estimate your usual gross earnings per (Period at PyPeriod) before any deductions?

0..32

Ask if an employee 
(Stat = 1)

479. PaySlip  INTERVIEWER - CODE WHETHER PAYSLIP WAS CONSULTED

Pay slip consulted by respondent, but not by interviewer.........................1
Pay slip consulted by interviewer.........................................................2
Pay slip not consulted.................................................................3

Ask if answered PyPeriod 
(1<PyPeriod>97)

480. PayBonus  In your present job, have you ever received an occasional addition to pay in the last 12 months (that is since DATE 1 YEAR AGO ) such as a Christmas bonus or a quarterly bonus?

EXCLUDE SHARES AND VOUCHERS.

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2
Ask if respondent received a pay bonus
(PayBonus = 1)

481. HowBonus Was the bonus or commission paid...

RUNNING PROMPT

after tax was deducted (net).................................1
or before tax was deducted (gross)........................2
or some before and some after............................3

If some or all tax was deducted, or they did not know if tax was deducted from pay bonus
(HowBonus = 1 or 3 or DK)

482. NetBonus What was the total amount you received in the last 12 months (that is since DATE 1 YEAR AGO) AFTER tax was deducted (i.e. net)?

0.01..99999.97

Ask if some or all tax was deducted from the pay bonus
(HowBonus = 2 or 3)

483. GrsBonus What was the total amount you received in the last 12 months (that is since DATE A YEAR AGO) before tax was deducted (i.e. gross)?

0.01..99999.97

Ask if an employee
(Stat = 1)

484. PHlth Some people these days have health insurance, like BUPA or AXA PPP healthcare, which pays the cost of private medical treatment. Are you covered by any private medical insurance of this kind?

Yes.........................................................................................1
No.........................................................................................2
Ask if respondent has health insurance
\((PHlth = 1)\)

485. Policy  
Is the insurance policy in your name, or are you included as a Dependent on someone else's policy

Policy holder.................................................................1  
Dependent....................................................................2

Ask if respondent is policy holder 
\((Policy=1)\)

486. OthCov  
Is anyone else covered by this policy?

Yes........................................................................1  
No............................................................................2

Ask if anyone else is covered by the policy 
\((OthCov=1)\)

487. PersCov  
Enter number of additional persons also covered by this policy

1..16

Ask if respondent is policy holder 
\((Policy=1)\)

488. SubsPay  
Do you pay the whole subscription yourself (including the subscription for your dependents), or does your employer pay all or part of it for you?

Employer pays it all, including any dependents.................................1  
Employer pays for respondent only....................................................2  
Employer pays part and respondent pays part..................................3  
Respondent pays it all.................................................................4
Ask if self-employed
Stat = 2

489. BusAccts

You said earlier you were self-employed in your main job.

In this job/business are annual business accounts prepared for HM Revenue & Customs (formerly the Inland Revenue) for tax purposes?

INCLUDE IF PREPARED BY ACCOUNTANT

Yes.................................................................1
No.................................................................2
Not yet but will be.............................................3

Ask if business accounts are prepared or will be
BusAccts = 1,3

490. Se1

The questions that follow are about just your own share of the business. What is the most recent period for which accounts have been prepared for HM Revenue and Customs (formerly the Inland Revenue)?

ENTER BEGINNING OF PERIOD
IF DAY OF MONTH NOT NONE, ENTER 15

ENTER DATE

491. Se2

ENTER END OF PERIOD (FOR WHICH ACCOUNTS HAVE BEEN PREPARED)
IF DAY OF MONTH NOT NONE, ENTER 15

ENTER DATE

492. SeWeeks

May I check, how many weeks does this cover?

IF COVERS FULL 12 MONTHS ENTER 52
1..104

493. Profit1

What was your share of the profit or loss figure shown on these accounts for this period?

0..9999997
494.  Profit2  Did the answer in the previous question refer to profit or loss?

Profit/Earnings........................................................................................................1
Loss..........................................................................................................................2

495.  ProfTax  Can I just check, is that figure before the reduction of income tax?

Yes (before tax).......................................................................................................1
No (after tax)............................................................................................................2

496.  PrBefore  What was (your share of) the profit before tax and lump sum National Insurance deductions?

0.9999997

Ask if business accounts are not prepared
(*BusAccts = 2*)

497.  GrsSEMJob  Now I'd like to ask you some questions about your income from your job/business; that is, after paying for any materials, equipment or goods that you use(d) in your work. On average, what was your WEEKLY or MONTHLY (or ANNUAL) income from this job/business over the last 12 months - BEFORE deducting Income Tax and National Insurance contributions?

IF NOTHING OR MADE A LOSS, ENTER ZERO.
IF BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP, ENTER PERSON'S SHARE OF INCOME ONLY.
IF SELF-EMPLOYED LESS THAN 12 MONTHS, REFER JUST TO PERIOD SELF-EMPLOYED.

0.00..999999.97

Ask if respondent does not know gross income from job/business
(*GrsSEMJob = DK*)

498.  WorkAcc  Do you have separate bank or building society accounts for your work and your private finances?

Yes.........................................................................................................................1
No.........................................................................................................................2
Ask if respondent doesn't know gross income and has a separate account
(WorkAcc = 1)
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(CARD SHOWS:

499. OwnSum
MONEY FROM THE WORK ACCOUNT
- USED FOR PAYMENTS TO YOURSELF AND ANY OTHER
PERSONAL SPENDING
- USED TO PAY DOMESTIC BILLS (INCLUDING STANDING ORDERS)
- TRANSFERRED TO A PRIVATE ACCOUNT
- USED FOR ANY OTHER NON-BUSINESS USE)

Do you draw money from your work account for any non-business purposes, such as any of the things shown on this card?

(CODE 'YES' IF ANY APPLY)

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if respondent does draw money from business account for non-business purposes
(OwnSum = 1)

500. OwnAmt
Thinking of the last 12 months, on average how much did you take each month for these non-business purposes?

1..9997

501. OwnOther
Apart from drawings from the bank/building society, do/did you receive any other income from this job/business, for personal use?

Yes………………………………………………………………………………….1
No…………………………………………………………………………………..2
Ask if respondent receives other income from job/business (nOther = 1)

502. OwnOtAmt On average, how much is that each month?

0..9997

Ask if a value is given above (including zero) (GrsSEMJb not equal to DK)

503. GrossPer How long does this cover?

one week……………………………………………………………………………1
two weeks…………………………………………………………………………2
three weeks…………………………………………………………………………3
four weeks…………………………………………………………………………4
calendar month……………………………………………………………………5
two calendar months………………………………………………………………7
eight times a year…………………………………………………………………8
nine times a year…………………………………………………………………..9
ten times a year…………………………………………………………………10
three months/13 weeks…………………………………………………………13
six months/26 weeks…………………………………………………………..26
one year/12 months/52 weeks…………………………………………………52
less than one week……………………………………………………………..90
one off lump sum………………………………………………………………95
none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <CTRL> + <M>……………………….97

Ask if gross income is above zero (GrsSEMJb >= 1)

504. NetSEMJb On average, what is your WEEKLY or MONTHLY (or ANNUAL) income from this job/ business over the last 12 months - AFTER deducting Income Tax and National Insurance contributions?

0.00..999999.97
505. NetPer What period does this cover?

one week……………………………………………………………………………1
two weeks………………………………………………………………………….2
three weeks………………………………………………………………………..3
four weeks…………………………………………………………………………4
calendar month…………………………………………………………………..5
two calendar months…………………………………………………………….7
eight times a year……………………………………………………………….8
nine times a year…………………………………………………………………9
ten times a year…………………………………………………………………10
three months/13 weeks…………………………………………………………13
six months/26 weeks……………………………………………………………26
one year/12 months/52 weeks…………………………………………………52
less than one week…………………………………………………………….90
one off lump sum………………………………………………………………95
none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <CTRL> + <M>……………………….97

Ask if gross income is zero
(GrsSEMJb = 0)

506. LosSEMJb On average, how much have you been LOSING WEEKLY or MONTHLY or ANNUALLY) from this job/ business over the last 12 months after deducting all business expenses?

0.00..999999.97
507. LossPer What period does this cover?

one week.............................................................................1
two weeks.........................................................................2
three weeks.......................................................................3
four weeks.........................................................................4
calendar month.................................................................5
two calendar months..........................................................7
eight times a year...............................................................8
nine times a year...............................................................9
ten times a year..................................................................10
three months/13 weeks.....................................................13
six months/26 weeks..........................................................26
one year/12 months/52 weeks.............................................52
less than one week..........................................................90
one off lump sum..............................................................95
none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <CTRL> + <M>.............97

Ask if respondent has a second or third job as an employee
(EmpSE2nd = 1 or EmpSE3rd = 1)

508. PaySecJb The next questions are about earnings from your second (and third) jobs.

509. SjNetAm You said earlier you had another job(s), in which you were an employee.

In the last month, how much did you earn from your other job(s) as an employee, AFTER DEDUCTIONS for tax and National Insurance (i.e. NET)?

0.01..99999.97

510. SjGrsAm You said earlier you had another job(s), in which you were an employee.

In the last month, how much did you earn from your other job(s) as an employee, BEFORE DEDUCTIONS for tax and National Insurance (i.e. GROSS)?

0.01..99999.97
Ask if respondent has a second or third job as self-employed

\((EmpSE2nd = 2 \text{ or } EmpSE3rd = 2)\)

511. SjPrfGrs You said earlier you had another job(s), in which you were self-employed.

In the last 12 months (that is since DATE 1 YEAR AGO) how much have you earned from this work, BEFORE deducting income tax and National Insurance contributions, but…

– after deducting all business expenses, and
– before deducting money drawn for your own use?

IF MADE NO PROFIT ENTER 0.

0.00..99999.97

512. SjPrfNet In the last 12 months (that is since DATE 1 YEAR AGO) how much have you earned from this work, AFTER deducting income tax and National Insurance contributions, but…

– after deducting all business expenses, and
– before deducting money drawn for your own use?

IF MADE NO PROFIT ENTER 0.

0.00..99999.97

Ask if respondent has a second or third job as self-employed and gross profit is zero

\((Stat = 2 \text{ AND } SjPrfGrs = 0)\)

513. SjLssGrs In the last 12 months (that is since DATE 1 YEAR AGO) how much have you lost from this work, after deducting all business expenses?

IF MADE NO LOSS ENTER 0.

0.00..99999.97

Ask all

514. OddJob (Apart from your main job) do you earn any money from odd jobs or from work that you do from time to time?
PROMPT AS NECESSARY

INCLUDE BABYSITTING, MAIL ORDER AGENT, POOLS AGENT ETC.

Yes...........................................................................................................1
No...........................................................................................................2

Ask if respondent has odd/other jobs
(OddJob = 1)

515. OddJEmp  In these job(s) do you work as an employee or are you self-employed?

Employee................................................................................................1
self-employed.........................................................................................2

516. OddJAmnt  In the last month (that is since DATE 1 MONTH AGO) how much have you earned from your odd/occasional jobs?

0.00..99999.97

Ask all (except proxy respondents)
– NOTE: End of the section of questions that are only asked of those in paid work

517. OthPay  Apart from anything you have already mentioned, have you received any payment from interest from savings, Bank or Building Society accounts, income from shares, bonds, unit trusts or gilt-edged stock or any unincorporated business in the last 12 months (that is since DATE 1 YEAR AGO)?

PROMPT AS NECESSARY
CODE ALL THAT APPLY - EXCLUDE BENEFITS NO LONGER RECEIVED.

Interest from savings, Bank or Building Society accounts.................1
Income from shares, bonds, unit trusts or gilt-edged stock..................2
Income from unincorporated business......................................................3
Other......................................................................................................4
None of these........................................................................................5

Ask if respondent is receiving income from some other source
(OthPay = 4)

518. OthSourc Please specify other source

ENTER TEXT OF AT MOST 100 CHARACTERS

Ask if respondent is receiving interest from savings
(OthPay = 1)

519. Investpy How much have you received in total from interest on savings, Bank or building Society accounts in the last 12 months?

0.01..99999.97

Ask if respondent is receiving income from an unincorporated business
(OthPay = 3)

520. Unincpy How much have you received in total from the unincorporated business in The last 12 months?

0.01..99999.97

Ask if respondent is receiving income from shares, bonds, unit trusts or gilt-edged stock
(OthPay = 2)

512. Sharepy How much have you received in total from shares, bonds, unit trusts or gilt-edged stock in the last 12 months?

0.01..99999.97

Ask if respondent is receiving income from another source
(OthPay = 4)

522. OthRgPAm (Apart from interest and income from shares)
How much have you received from other sources in the last 12 months?

0.01 .. 99999.97
Ask if proxy respondent
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523. NtIncEst I would now like to ask you about the income of (NAME). Please could you look at this card and estimate their total NET income (that is after deduction of tax, National Insurance and any expenses) (NAME) brings into the household in a year from all sources (benefits, employment, investments etc)?

0..32

Ask if household contains one or more children (under the age of 16)

524. Askwth The next section is about child income. We only need to collect this information once for each child in the household. Who will answer the child income section for (child’s name)?

ENTER PERSON NUMBER

1..16

525. AskNowCH DO YOU WANT TO ASK THIS SECTION FOR (CHILD’S NAME) NOW OR LATER?

IF YOU HAVE ALREADY ASKED THIS SECTION FOR (CHILD’S NAME), DO NOT CHANGE FROM CODE 1.

Yes, now/Already asked…………………………………………………………………………………..1
Later………………………………………………………………………………………………………2

Ask if section is to be asked now
(AskNowCH =1)

526. NCSOR Has (CHILD’S NAME) received or earned an independent source of income the last 12 months?

Please ignore anything less than £30.00 per month, or money received from other household members.

Yes………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….1
No……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..2
Ask if child has received or earned an independent source of income
\((\text{INCSOR} = 1)\)

527. ChInc  How much was this income?

0.00..99999.00

528. Chpypd  What period did this cover?

one week...........................................................................1
two weeks........................................................................2
three weeks......................................................................3
four weeks.......................................................................4
calendar month...............................................................5
two calendar months......................................................7
eight times a year.............................................................8
nine times a year..............................................................9
ten times a year..............................................................10
three months/13 weeks..................................................13
six months/26 weeks......................................................26
one year/12 months/52 weeks..........................................52
less than one week.........................................................90
one off lump sum..........................................................95
none of these: EXPLAIN IN A NOTE <CTRL> + <M>.............97
TRAILER MODULE
INDIVIDUAL MATERIAL DEPRIVATION

The following questions need to be answered by all adults aged 16+ years.

529. MobPhon Do you have a mobile phone?

Yes ................................................................. 1
No because can't afford it ........................................... 2
No for some other reason ........................................... 3

530. Shoes Do you have at least two pairs of properly fitting shoes?

INCLUDE ALL FOOTWEAR – BOOTS, SANDALS, TRAINERS etc
Yes................................................................. 1
No because can't afford it ........................................... 2
No for some other reason ........................................... 3

531. Clothes Do you replace worn-out clothes with new (not second-hand) ones?

INCLUDE HOMEMADE CLOTHES IF THEY ARE NEWLY MADE

Yes................................................................. 1
No because can't afford it ........................................... 2
No for some other reason ........................................... 3

532. GetTog Do you get together with friends or family from outside the household for a drink or meal at least once a month?

'A DRINK' CAN BE NON-ALCOHOLIC
GET TOGETHER' CAN BE AT HOME OR ELSEWHERE

Yes................................................................. 1
No because can't afford it ........................................... 2
No for some other reason ........................................... 3
533. Leisure  Do you regularly take part in a leisure activity that costs money such as
sport, cinema, concerts etc?

THE ACTIVITY SHOULD OCCUR OUTSIDE THE HOME
SPECTATING COUNTS AS TAKING PART
Yes...........................................................................................................1
No because can't afford it........................................................................2
No for some other reason........................................................................3

534. Spensef  Do you spend some money on non-essential items for yourself each week?

Yes...........................................................................................................1
No because can't afford it........................................................................2
No for some other reason........................................................................3

Ask if respondent needed a medical examination or treatment for a
health problem but you did not receive it
(MedRec = 1)

535. UnmetMed  How many times in the last 12 months have you needed a medical
examination or treatment for a health problem, from a GP or specialist but
not received it?

EXCLUDE DENTISTS AND OPHTHALMOLOGISTS

Not at all.................................................................................................1
1-2 times................................................................................................2
3-5 times.................................................................................................3
6-9 times.................................................................................................4
10 times or more....................................................................................5
TRAILER MODULE
INDIVIDUAL CHILD MATERIAL DEPRIVATION

The following questions are asked of the HRP about all the children in the household

536. NewClot
Do ALL the children in your household have some new (not second-hand) clothes
INCLUDE HOMEMADE CLOTHES IF THEY ARE NEWLY MADE

Yes.................................................................1
No because can't afford it.................................2
No for some other reason.................................3

537. ChShoes
Do ALL the children in your household have at least two pairs of properly fitting shoes?
INCLUDE ALL FOOTWEAR – BOOTS, SANDALS, TRAINERS etc

Yes.................................................................1
No because can't afford it.................................2
No for some other reason.................................3

538. FruitVeg
Do ALL the children in your household eat fresh fruit or vegetables at least once a day?

Yes.................................................................1
No because can't afford it.................................2
No for some other reason.................................3

539. ThreMeal
Do ALL the children in your household eat at least three meals a day?

Yes.................................................................1
No because can't afford it.................................2
No for some other reason.................................3

540. MeatFish
Do they ALL eat one meal with meat, chicken or fish (or vegetarian equivalent) at least once a day?

Yes.................................................................1
No because can't afford it.................................2
No for some other reason.................................3
541. **HomeBook**  Do they ALL have books at home suitable for their ages?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No because can't afford it.........................................................................2
No for some other reason.........................................................................3

542. **OutEquip**  Do they ALL have outdoor leisure equipment suitable for their ages (bicycle, roller skates), etc?

VERY CHEAP OR SELF-MADE EQUIPMENT ARE TO BE INCLUDED

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No because can't afford it.........................................................................2
No for some other reason.........................................................................3

543. **InGames**  Do they ALL have indoor games suitable for their ages (building blocks, board games, computer games, etc)

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No because can't afford it.........................................................................2
No for some other reason.........................................................................3

544. **ChLeisur**  Do they ALL have regular leisure activities that cost money (swimming, playing an instrument, youth organisations, sports etc.)?

THE ACTIVITY SHOULD OCCUR OUTSIDE THE HOME

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No because can't afford it.........................................................................2
No for some other reason.........................................................................3

545. **Celebrate**  Do they ALL have celebrations on special occasions (birthdays, religious events etc.)?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No because can't afford it.........................................................................2
No for some other reason.........................................................................3
546. FrenRoun  Do they ALL invite friends round to play and eat from time to time?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No because can't afford it………………………………………………………..2
No for some other reason………………………………………………………..3

547. SchTrip  DO ALL the children who attend school participate in school trips and school events that cost money?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No because can't afford it………………………………………………………...2
No for some other reason…………………………………………………………3
Not applicable - no children who attend school………………………………...4

548. WeekHol  Do they ALL go on holiday at least 1 week per year?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No because can't afford it…………………………………………………………2
No for some other reason…………………………………………………….......3

549. Homewrk  Do ALL the children in your household who attend school have a suitable place at home to study or do homework?

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2
Not applicable………………………………………………………………………3

550. PlayOut  Do ALL the children in your household have an outdoor space in the neighbourhood where they can play safely?
THIS CAN BE THE HOUSEHOLD’S GARDEN

Yes…………………………………………………………………………………..1
No……………………………………………………………………………………2
Not applicable………………………………………………………………………3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>551. UnMedCh</strong></td>
<td>Was there any time in the last 12 months when at least one of the children in your household needed to consult a GP or specialist but did not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>EXCLUDE ALL DENTISTS AND OPHTHALOMOGISTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>.................................................................1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>.................................................................2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Ask if a child needed to consult a GP or specialist but did not.**
| *(UnMedCh = 1)* | |
| **552. ChMedRe** | What was the main reason for not consulting a GP or specialist on this these occasions? |
| Could not afford to | .................................................................1 |
| Waiting list | .................................................................2 |
| Could not take the time because of work, care of other children or care of other persons | .................................................................3 |
| Too far to travel/no means of transport | .................................................................4 |
| Other reason | .................................................................5 |
| **553. UnDentCh** | Was there any time in the last 12 months when at least one of the children in your household needed a dental examination or treatment but did not receive it? |
| Yes | .................................................................1 |
| No | .................................................................2 |
| **Ask if a child needed a dental examination or treatment but did not receive it.**
| *(UnDentCh = 1)* | |
| **554. ChDentRe** | What was the main reason for not consulting a dentist on this (these) occasion(s)? |
| Could not afford to | .................................................................1 |
| Waiting list | .................................................................2 |
| Could not take the time because of work, care of other children or care of other persons | .................................................................3 |
| Too far to travel/no means of transport | .................................................................4 |
| Other reason | .................................................................5 |
***END OF INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE***